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Snow and Ice Cover
County This Morning
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The first winter snowstorm of
the season blanketed Murray
and Calloway County with a
shallow covering of snow,
after freezing rains iced up
streets and highways in the
area Wednesday night.
As much as seven inches of
the white stuff was reported in
some areas of Western Kentucky today, while the eastern
part of the state was hit with
drenching rains.
Schools were closed in
Graves, Daviess, Ohio, and
Trigg Counties because of poor
driving conditions, while State
Police reported that all highways in the western third of the
state were snow-covered, slick,
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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, December 20, 1973

In Our 94th Year

and hazardous. Schools in
Murray and Calloway County
closed earlier this week for the
Christmas holiday.
The deepest measurement
was the seven inches reported
in Union County. There was five
inches at Henderson; three in
Daviess County and in the
Mayfield and Madisonville
areas, and two and a half in
Ohio County.
It rains steadily around
Harlan, where the temperature
was 45 degrees. Rain also fell in
Frankfort. Snow showers hit
Louisville during the morning.
State police said roads were
slick around Bowling Green, but
traffic was moving.

Temperatures around the
state ranged from 26 at Cape
Girardeau to 47 at London.
Louisville reported 35 degrees
and rain mixed with snow, and
snow was reported falling in
Paducah, Evansville and elsewhere in the west.
Rain was changing to snow
west of Kentucky Lake and
north f the Bluegrass Parkway,
the weather service said.
Snow was forecast to move
east into central Kentucky during the early morning, with
rain changing to snow over the
eastern half of the state during
the morning.
There were no early reports
of schools closing

aTr.

ICY PICTURE—Area motorists were faced with this view of the world through
snow-covered windshields this morning. The first snowstorm of the season covered
Murray and Calloway County with a blanket of snow after freezing rains had

covered streets and highways with ice. Hazardous driving conditions remain on
many streets today, with low temperatures expected to freeze what little snow and
Staff Photo by David Hill
ice rdelted today again tonight.

Mid-Year Graduates At
Public Asked To Limit Itself
To 10 Gallons Of Gas Per Week Murray State Number 443
WASHINGTON r AP) — Energy czar William E. Simon
asked the driving public today
to limit itself voluntarily to 10
gallons of gasoline per week.
But Simon avoided imposing
any mandatory gasoline restriction at this time.
He said full public compliance with a 10-gallon limit
would make gasoline rationing
unnecessary. But, he said he
will not have time to find out
how well it is working before
he and President Nixon make
their decision whether or not to
start the wheels of rationing in
motion by the end of this
month.
Simon left open the possibility that gasoline rationing
could be called off even if it
were started—during the 60 or
so days it would take to put the
system into actual operation.
At the same time, Simon announced he will provide 1.5 million barrels of military jet fuel
from the Pentagon stockpile to
United States international airlines to help them through a
fuel crisis until the end of
January.
Simon told a news conference
that airline representatives said

Simon said his new Federal
Energy Office had found about
20 such ads over the last few
weeks and he was watching to
see which company prints the
next one.
He warned that unless new
ways are found to save energy
utilities may soon start running
short of residual fuel oil.
In calling for gasoline saving,
Simon asked service stations to
sell no more than 10 gallons to
each customer.
But Simon said there was
nothing to stop a motorist from

Stubblefield Cosponsors Bill
Suspending Emission Controls
Congressman Frank Stubblefield of the First District of
Kentucky has announced that
he has cosponsored a bill to
suspend until January I, 1981,
legislation requiring emission
control devices on automobiles.
This bill would also permit
those who have such devices on
their present cars to have them
removed.
In announcing his cosponsorship, Congressman Stubblefield, said, "Present figures
indicate that gasoline mileage
can be improved from 7 to 19
percent by the removal of
present emission control
devices. By conservative
estimates, this represents a
savings of more than 2 to 3
billion gallons of gasoline per
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FORECAST

Heavy snow warning today.
Snow today, or rain changing
to snow and continuing during
the day. Accumulations of four
to eight inches likely by evening. Temperatures lowering to
the upper 20s during the day.
Tonight, snow gradually diminishing and ending by late evening. Colder, with lows in the
upper teens.
KENTUCKY extended outlook Saturday through Monday:
• Fair with a wirmines trend
through thiperiod. lairs
day in the teens to lost; ids, and
Sunday and Monday in the mid
Ms to low 30s. Highs Saturday
in the Rei, Sunday and Monday
in the upper 408 to low 50s.

A total of 443 students have
filed applications for degrees at
Murray State University at
mid-year.
Among the candidates are 345
for bachelor's degrees, 92 for
four
degrees,
master's
one
degrees,
associate
specialist in education degree
and one specialist in college
They
degree.
teaching
represent 22 states and six
foreign countries.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and registrar, said the
exact number of graduates will
be determined when school
officials have completed a
check of each candidate's
credentials to certify that all
graduation requirements have
been met.
mid-year
formal
No
graduation exercise is held at
Murray State. Students who
graduate at the conclusion of
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — A the fall semester receive
110-day-old strike of rubber
workers against the General
Tire and Rubber Co. here ended Wednesday night with the
union's ratification of a new local contract.
A spokesman for Local 665,
United Rubber Workers, said
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
the vote was approximately 9-1
in favor of accepting the three- Gov. Wendell Ford said today
year agreement. Terms of the that if he makes a decision
about Daylight Saving Time in
contract were not revealed.
The plant is scheduled to re- Kentucky, it will not be until
sume full operations Friday, late next week.
He was asked whether this
and some of the 1,300-man work
force was expected back at state will seek an exemption
from fast time which takes efwork midnight Wednesday.
The strike began Sept. 1 with fect nationwide on Jan.6.
Apparently the governor can
expiration of the old contract.
Negotiating committees agreed draft a proclamation to the
on the new pact Monday before President before then, citing
it was submitted to the union proof that Kentucky would save
energy if it obtained an exmembership.
Management and salaried emption.
Apparently also the 1974 Legpersonnel had kept the plant in
limited operation throughout islature would have to vote to
the 16-week strike, which had establish any different time,
threatened to do serious injury but these legal aspects are not
certain at the moment.
to Mayfield's economy.

fuel cutbacks at foreign air- driving on to another gas staports were affecting inter- tion for another 10 gallons if he
national carriers and that im- thought he had to.
ported jet fuel was cut by the
There also would be no enArab boycott.
forcement against a service
He said providing the milistation selling more than 10
tary fuel would reduce the Pengallons per customer.
tagon's stockpile of jet fuel
Simon said he was relying on
from an expected 100 per cent
requirement by Jan. 31 to about voluntary cooperation until
Congress passes legislation pro95 per cent.
Simon also issued a warning viding authority to make such
to electric utility companies measures mandatory.
against continued advertising
designed to make the public
think there is plenty of electricity and no need to conserve
it.

year. Broken down into daily
consumption, this means the
conservation of from 140 to 180
thousand barrels."
The Congressman continued
by saying that economic
forecasts now indicate that if
Arab oil is withheld from the
United States for one year,
unemployment would rise from
the current 4.5 percent to about
6 percent—an increase which
would idle an additional one
million workers and would slow
the economy to near-recession
levels. He said, "Since it is
apparent that fuel supplies
cannot be rapidly increased to
meet demand, and to counteract potential economic
consequences, every alternative route of conserving ow
supplies must be quickly pursued. This bill will provide an
effective and immediate means
of reducing the consumption of
gasoline without adversely
affecting economic growth."
He said that this bill would
provide additional time to
improve or develop emission
control devices, which would
clean up the air without
lowering gas mileage.

Contract
Ratified
At Mayfield

Ford To Hold Off
On DST Decision
Until Next Week

degrees by mail and have the
option to return in May to
participate in cap and gown
ceremonies.
Among the candidates for
degrees are these from
Calloway County.
Bachelor's Degrees
Robert Franklin Alsup, Jr.,
Lawrence Lee Anderson, Gary
H. Ballard, Linda Humphreys
Barber, Philip K. Battle, Susan
Hale Blackford, David Louis
Bradford, Charles Ewing
Cowan
David
Brandon,
Buckingham.
Teresa Gayle Rogers Butler,
Larry G. Carson, Kathy Lovett
Cleaver, harry Smith Cooper,
Jeanette P F'urches, John
Mark Hale, Georgia Henderson,
Cynthia Gail Steele Herndon,
Anita Ann Jackson, Deborah
Jeannine Johnson.
Mark Louis Johnson, Mickey
Charles Johnson, Peggy Forres
Johnson, Linda Faye Jones,
Michael Kuykendall, Brenda
Chaney McNutt, Edith I. Orr,
(See Graduates, Page 16)
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City, County,and State road crews were on the job this morning clearing streets and highways %ith
Staff Photo by David Hill
graders and by throwing cinders on heavily traveled areas.

Mandatory Jail Proposed
For State's Drug Offenders
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — would be first offenders conMandatory jail or prison terns victed of possessing marijuana
would be imposed on most drug for their own use.
-offenders in Kentucky under a
The state's narcotics and
bill pre-filed here Wednesday drug laws were eased several
by Rep. Robert Hughes, D- years ago to allow judges to
Louisville.
probate first offenders provided
treatment in
The bill would „abolish the they underwent
Department faprerogative of judges to sen- Mental Health
tence drug users to mental- cilities.
health treatment centers instead of to jails, and the mandatory sentences would not be
subject to probationn or parole.
The only persons who might
be allowed mental-health treatment rather than jail terms
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SELF-PORTRATT INVITATION: Dr. Ed Ilibtbecker, direder of libraries at Murray State
.1 ..'•-•itty
c.t•
la=rair '...haaaafra.-ez
U.;
Ua:lanaty,
iVadamday with the yotteg hey whit dew it, Mara-s _seley. a North grade student and danOter of
Mr.and Mrs. Bill Burnley, Route 4, Murray. A self-portrait, the invitation enabled school officials to
direct Dr. Stroheeker to Maria, who acted as his hostess for the open !house and escorted him on a tour
of the building. Similar limitations were drawn by all students in the six grades at the school and
distributed across the campus and community. More than 300 persons returned them for the event

One Million Welfare
Families Ineligible

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
government audit released today shows that one million welfare families are ineligible or
overpaid at an annual cost to
taxpayers of $1.17 billion.
The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare said the
conclusions were reached from
state samplings of 44,000 of the
The bill would also impose 3.1 million families receiving
life imprisonment without pa- Aid to Families with Dependent
role for subsequent offenses. Children
( AFDC).
All fines in lieu of jail senThe
showed that 10.2
review
tences would be eliminated unper cent or 316,200 cases were
der the measure, tiB 120.
ineligible, 22.8 per cent or 706,Another pre-filed bill would 800 were overpaid and 8.1 per
put all of Jessamine County in cent or 252,100 were underpaid,
the 6th Congressional District. HEW said.
Eight Jessamine precincts are
The cases, which represent
presently in the 5th District. All families and not individuals,
of the county used to be in the were audited between April and
6th.
September under a system
to be "eminently sound"
found
Rep.
Sponsors of the bill are
Vic Hellard Jr., 1)-Versailles, by the Gallup Organization
HEW said.
and Sen. John Lackey, 0-Rich- Inc.,
At
mid-year there were 3.1
mond.
million families on AFDC rolls,
A bill pre-filed by Rep. Joe representing 10.9 million intikClarke, D-Danville, would re- ),iduals including 7.8 million
quire each bill introduced in children
the General Assembly to conUnder the threat of a loss of
tain a summary of its contents. federal matching funds, HEW
Another bill would permit said the states have developed
cities which annex territory to plans to correct the error rates.
"The next step is for states to
count the population of that toritory, according to the latest implement these corrective accensus, when listing the city's tion plans so that error rates
population for purposes of re- will be sharply reduced by
ceiving state funds for road June 30, 1975, to an ineligibility
construction and maintenance, rate of no more than 3 per cent
and an overpayment rate of no
The sponsor is Rep. Charles more than 5 per cent," HEW
A-Ashland:
Holbrook III,
Secretary Caspar W. WeinberA second bill sponored by ger said. "States that fail to
Isondroot walla mauve the 14- re/en meñ reauCt1b41.101% and
mile limitation on -the lleat Ato It= part of axis faara/.which a city may extend its funds."
Federal funds account for an
water supply System to contiguous areas outside its corpo- average of 54.1 per cent of total
welfare costs, with state and lorate limits

cal governments providing the
rest.
Ineligibility error rates disclosed in the sampling ranged
from 1.9 per cent in North Dakota to 16.7 per cent in Pennsylvania, while overpayment
rates ranged from 7.1 per cent
in Arkansas to 40.9 per c- ent in
New Hampshire.
Asked to explain why so
many errors were found. Federal Welfare COMIT1ISSiO ner
Robert B. Carleson said it was
due to a combination of agency
arid recipient mistakes.
Although Carleson hesitated
to estimate how much of the error rate could be attributed to
cheating, he said: "We know
there's a lot of fraud on wetfare, certainly more than 1 per
cent."

Arnold Ronna Named
Acting Manager Of
Sager Glove Company
Arnold Ronna has been
named acting manager of the
Sager Glove Company following
the illness and death of Frank
Peer this morning.
Ronna has been assistant
plant superintendent of the
Murray operation since it
started here in the former
building the Murray Hosiery
Mill, Inc on South 4th Street in
1966.
Mr. Peer, age 64, died this
morning at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
'
-Tenn. - Thr iitYietair ifla—ber--Sunday in Gilman,
Ronne said the Sager plant
will be closed Monday and
Tuesday for the Christmas
holiday.
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Susan Moody Accepted By Gamma Beta Phi

Ledger & Times
Holiday Dinner
Held At Rudy's

Members of Gamma Beta
Susan Moody of Murray has
been accepted into the mem- Phi must have a 3.0 grade point
bership of the Murray State average out of a possible 4.0 and
University Chapter of Gamma maintain a 2.7.
Beta Phi scholastic and service
today.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Miss Moody is the daughter of
B. Leffler of Hazel has
Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Moody of
dismissed from the
707 Goodman Street. She is a been
Hospital.
senior secretarial science and Western Baptist
English major.

(4

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Apperson entertained the employees of the Murray Ledger &
Times and their families with a
smorgasbord Christmas dinner
at Rudy's Restaurant on
Tuesday evening, December 10.
The invocation was given by
Mr. Apperson, publisher of the
daily newspaper. He welcomed
the employees and their
families and presented gifts to
SERVING AT THE special Christmas luncheon held by the women of the Murray Country Club
the employees.
The employees presented were, left of table, Mrs. John Farrell, Mrs Jim Ransom, and Mrs. Bobby Johnson. In line are Mrs.
both Mr. and Mrs. Apperson Sam Knight background), Mrs.Stark Erwin, Mrs. Jack Persia', Mrs. Ken Harrell,and Mrs. Charles
Homra.
with gifts.
Present were Mr. and Mrs.
Apperson and daughters, Kate,
Linda,and Emily, Mr. and Mrs.
CARIOCA
Gene McCutcheon, Mr. and
CAROL INK
MAN'S
WED RING
MAN'S
MSC/ RING
Mrs. Edd Phillips, Miss Susan
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Approximately one hundred
Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Ted and thirty ladies of the Murray
Delaney, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Country Club attended the
\
T. Williams and daughter, special Christmas luncheon
Cathy, Mr. and Mrs. David Hill, held Wednesday, December 11,
Mr. and Mrs. J.B. Burkeen, at the club house.
Michael Brandon,Steve Givens,
The yuletide season was
Miss Marsha Roberts, Miss evident throughout the room.
T‘.4t4%
Barbara Alexander, Billy Wreaths and garlands of holly
(Monk) Hendon, Mr. and Mrs. adorned the walls, and two
LOSELACS
ELDORADO
Bob Sanderson, Mr. and Mrs. ceiling high flocked cedar trees
MAN'S
WILD. RING
MANS
WiD. RING
Mrs.
Don Nelson, Mr. and
trimmed in red and white
Donnie Miller, Miss Janette gingham bows were placed in
Burkeen, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald opposite corners. Santa was
MRS. RICHARD KNIGHT pours coffee for Mrs. Conrad H.
Berman, James Stout, Miss atop the piano where red and
Jones at the special luncheon held by the women of the Murray
Sally Cope, Mr. and Mrs. white gingham bows appeared
Country Club. In the background is Mrs. Wayne Doran.
•.'
Charles Van Dyke, Mr. and again intermingled with sprigs
Mrs. Richard L Melton, R.J. of pine.
McDougal, Miss Renee McThree glamorous matching rings. . . a perfect
The tables were covered with
7t7IRAY
"-"g:' LEDGER & TIMES
Dougal, Mr. and Mrs. James white cloths overlaid diagonally
Keepsake engagement diamond with locking wedSamuel Workman, Edward with red cloths. Pine and pine
ding band and a ring to match for him! Each
mastercrafted in 14K white or yellow gold. Select
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry cones flanked red candles which
your rings today from our exclusive collection.
Allen, Phillip Mabry, Miss were placed at intervals down
Debbie Stuns, and Mr. and Mrs. the centers of the tables. White
Rick Weisman and daughter, napkins were rolled and tied
Christy.
with red and white gingham
The Worlds Missionary remember that love finds a
Unable to attend were Mrs. ribbon with inserts of holly
Society of Locust Grove Church way, what Christmas costs us,
Steve Kline, Jerry Bayne, Mrs. springs. The serving tables
of the Nazarene of Kirksey met true givings, I want to
Mary Williams, Mr. and Mrs. were similarly decorated and
at the parsonage on Wednesday, remember Christmas, and
William Hornbuckle, David accented with Christmas
another is dawning.
December 5, at seven p.m.
Taylor, Miss Karen Alexander, centerpieces.
The lesson study was by Rev.
"Throw Out the Life Line"
and Mr. and Mrs. Alan Gaddie.
Bridge began at nine a.m. was the opening song sung by Doan.
with Mrs. Richard W. Knight as the group. The program was by
A Christmas party was
hostess. Miniature red glossy Mrs. Fray Cunningham. Bible discussed by the thirteen
East Side Court Square
used
to
were
trees
Christmas
reading were Mark 16:15 and persons present.
number the bridge tables, and Romans 10:8-15.
Murray, Kentucky
The next meeting will be held
identical trees were the tallies.
Mrs. Cunningham said the on January 9.
My =MAW AP mow NAM MAMMA. Mg
Those winning at bridge were readings reminded the people to
Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman, first
high and "traveling prize";
Mrs. Jack Roach, second high;
The Men's and Women's
Gingles Wallis, third high;
Mrs.
Groups of the Independence
Mrs. Jack R. Kennedy, poor
United Methodist Church held
cards. All winners were
its Christmas supper on
presented with gifts at the
Thursday evening, December 6,
4.
4. 4.
luncheon.
at the church.
A social hour started at
Following the meal a
eleven a.m. Punch was served
Christmas program was held.
from silver punch bowls atop a
Christmas carols were sung
IN YUM MUM COLORS BY FORMFIT ROGERS
round table overlaid with red
and Mrs. Wayne Burkeen read
felt.
the Christmas Story. Rev. and
At noon a lovely luncheon
Mrs. Richard Schorey sang
turkey and dressing
featuring
"Silent Night." Leon Duncan
was served with Mrs. John
president of Methodist Men,
Farrell and Mrs. Tommy
dismissed the program with
Chrisp being co-chairmen.
prayer.
Assisting them were Mesdames
Separatebusiness meetings
Jim Ransom, Bobby Johnson,
were held by the men and
Ann Stallons, Donald Burke,
women.
O.B. Boone, Jerry Owen, and
Mrs. T.P. Jones presided at
Richard Knight.
the women's meeting with the
Mrs. Virgil Harris won a door
minutes being read by the
prize of potted poinsettias.
secretary,
Mrs.
Wayne
it
Burkeen, and the treasurer's
report given by Mrs. Buel
Hopkins.
Plans were made for candy
gifts to approximately forty
DRIVE
senior citizens and shutins for
I N .„%eatte
Christmas. The group gave
funds to buy new Christmas
decorations for the church.
Open 6:45-Stani
Names for sunshine friends
1 for 1974 were drawn. Gifts from
OPEN FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
1973 sunshine friends were
exchanged. Twenty-two
members and four visitors were
present for the women's
meeting.
Twelve members and four
...THE DAY
visitors were present for the
men's meeting.
Mole your own arrangement to
THE INSANE
t;
look fresh ond
TOOK OVER
glowing twenty-tour hours
a day. The colors
THE ASYLUM!
are great and everythirtg
you see here is designed /
to fit and flatter to absolute
perfection. You should
hear what happy wearers M
tell Us;(Marvelous gifts.)
Do conte,in and ask to see
Mrs. Henry McKenzie opened
our New Victorians in the new
her lovely home for the
colors: Yellow Taxi, Red Pepper,
Christmas luncheon held by the
Orange Pop, Brick Kick,
Jessie Ludwick Circle of the
in opaque nylon tricot I
First Presbyterian Church on
Tuesday, December 4.
with edgings of lace. 0
The chairman, Mrs. Stanford
Plus —
ong hooded robe P-S-Ml $16 00
•
ITN...,
Hendrickson, presided. Mrs.
Long gown, P-S-M -L $10.00
Herbert Books read the minutes
Baby dot P-S-M $7.00 ;
UNSTOPPABLE!
and Mrs. Charlie Crawford
Long petti PS-Mt. $6.00 .
01
gave the treasurer's report.
Bra 32 to 36 A.B.0 14 541
247-6941
Miss Lala Dowdy will be the
I
new secretary replacing Mrs.
Brooks who is moving to

Treasured Trios

JUDY COOK, left, won a $75 pair Of riding boots for her boy
k friend in the drawing at Vernon's Inc. She was presented the
'award by Mr. Vernon. Other winners include Hazel Berkley, Billy
Rudd, Furran Bill, Tom Hagerman, Charles Dodd, Janice
Greer, and Ron Sbemwell, who are asked to pick up their prizes at
e. the store. The grand prize of one pair each for each member of
the immediate family with retail value total up to $250 will lig
le„,- given on December 24.
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Thane has that sporting quality called_ class. This exclusive
two-ply 100% Lambswool
pullover is luxurious, FullFashioned And you can wear
it and wear it because its ma
chine washable and dryable
Keeps its shape and softness
Wide color choice.

Surkingilaut - Rag Lib.
ex1811141- ottlittr.NeTsituir
Open Iii 8:00 thru Christmas
Free Gift Wrapping
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McKenzie Home Is
Scene Of Jessie
Ludwick Luncheon
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was the,

guest sqeaker and gave a
wonderful program using the
Christmas story.
The next meeting will be held
Tuesday, January 8, at 1:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Charlie Crawford.
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Week Of Prayer Is
Observed, Poplar
Spring Women
The Baptist Women of Poplar
Spring Church observed the
week of prayer for foreign
missions December 2 through 9.
Mrs. Louise Short, prayer
chairman, was in charge of the
programs held at the meeting
on Tuesday and Thursday at
1:30 p.m. at the church.
Each lady on the program
gave a report on some phase of
the mission work. in foreign
countries. Mrs. Dorthy Simon
made posters that went along
with the theme, "God's Gifts."
Mrs. Shirley Werts was in
charge of the nursery.
The church pastor, Rev. Lynn
Walker, had charge of the
on
Wednesday
program
evening. He gave a detailed
explanation of the cooperative
program along with the regular
study.
A special offering was taken
on Sunday morning.

Calculating shopper
knows her numbers
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: A lady professor came out with the
statement that it is silly to teach arithmetic because now
we have calculators to do the job. She says she takes one
to the grocery store with her.
While grocery shopping this morning, I picked up a
three-pound package of pork chops at 69 cents a pound,
marked $2.97. If! hadn't known that 3 times 70 equals
$2.10, I might have paid it.
When I pointed it out to the checkout girl, she said:
"Oh, that crazy machine isn't working right again!"
Please tell people not to put too much confidence in
machines. If they do, they're sure to get gypped.
M. L. IN GENEVA, OHIO

DEAR ABBY: May I answer that 45-year-old woman
who survived breast cancer, and inquired about the possibility of having plastic surgery to replace the amputated
breast, but she didn't want to appear "vain or ailly"?
I had a breast removed, and later had reconstructive
plastic surgery to make me "whole" again, and I can't tell
you how much it did for my morale.
I am 50, and believe me, I'm no sexpot, and I also had
understanding husband who tried to make me feel
very
a
that I was still as beautiful and desirable as ever—regardless, but I had the operation for myself. I would encourage
any woman who wants this type of surgery and is able to
have it. Mine was done by Dr. Shattuck Hartwell of the
WHOLE AGAIN
Cleveland Clinic, and he was marvelous.
DEAR WHOLE AGAIN: I think it's important to add
that not all women who have had breast amputations are
candidates for this type of surgery, but thank you for
encouraging those who can.

ch
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Thursday, December 20
All Master Masons and Wives
will have a "dutch treat" dinner
at Seven Seas, formerly Captain's Kitchen, at seven p.m.

DEAR M. L.: Good thinking! The truism, "If you don't
use it, you'll lose it," applies to the brain, too.

/ct
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Cheerful
Christmas
Wishes

Golden Age Club Holds Luncheon At First Church

DEAR ABBY. Have you ever heard of the superstition,
"Three times a bridesmaid, never a bride"?
I have been a bridesmaid twice and am now engaged to
be married next July. A girl friend of mine, who is being
married in March has asked me to be a bridesmaid at her
wedding, and I want to accept, but this superstition keeps
coming to mind.
Everyone I've mentioned it to says I ant foolish to let
something like a superstition bother me, but if something
happened to prevent my being a bride, I would never
forgive myself. Frankly, being a bride is far more important to me than being a bridesmaid for a third time. What
CAUGHT TWO BOUQUETS
do you think I should do?
DEAR CAUGHT: Feeling as you do, decline the invitation to be a bridesmaid.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "WAITING FOR MY SHIP To
comE IN IN TUCSON": And if it came in, would 'on
know bow to navigate it?

May your Christmas
be bright with happy
thoughts of good
cheer and fellowship.

Wishing You Whatever
You Want The Most!

Hooks' Wheel
Alignment

Merry Christmas
Beverly Calloway

Will Be Closed
Dec. 24-28
408 N. 4th
Ph. 753-6779

Merle Norman
107 N. 4th Street

Make
stiff boots
part of
your past

Senior Citizens of Murray and
Calloway County will have a
potluck luncheon at the Ellis
Center. Gifts will not be exchanged.
Business and -Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray at 6:30 pin, for a
potluck dinner.

Piano Students
Of Mrs. Wilkins
Present Recital
The piano students of Mrs.
Thomas Wilkins presented their
Christmas recital at the Wilkins
home on Plainview Drive on
Saturday, December 15.
Various contemporary,
traditional, and classical
selections were played by the
following students: Brenda and
Nancy Murdock, Tammy
Garland, Mike and Jeff Reed,
Julia Sams, Sonia Johnson. and
Michael Wilkins, an impromptu
performance was given by
Dianne Wilkins a senior at
Murray State.
Awards were given to Sonia
Johnson, Julia Sams, and
Brenda Murdock for having
excelled in the recent ten-week
practicing contest.
All of the students received a
Christmas gift.
Refreshments of Christmas
cakes, cookies, and punch were
served to the following guests:
Mr. and Mrs. Don Murdock.
Tonya and Ray Ann; Mr. and
Mrs. Max Reed and Chris; Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Garland; Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Johnson; Mrs.
William Sams; Mrs. Marie
Wilkins, and Dianne of
Folsomdale; and the students.

The monthly meeting of the
Baptist Young Women of Spring
Creek Church was held on
Monday, December 3, at seven
p.m. at the church.
Patty Greer read the watchword and Norma Feagin read
the call to prayer. Mrs. Stanley
Letterman read the scripture
and led in prayer.
The president, Patty Greer,
presided over the business
meeting. Plans were made for
the Christmas party.
Brenda Darnell was elected to
take the place of Wynnona
Brinn who resigned as mission
study chairman.
The program was presented
by Patty Greer, Brenda Darnell, Wynnona Brirm, Marylan
Feagin, Norma Feagin, and
Mrs. Letterman. The latter led
the dismissal prayer
The next meeting will be held
Monday, January 7, at seven
p.m. at the church.

pair. The taller heel

Mesdames Mary Louise Baker,
Mary Lamb, Lula Dunn, Katie
Overcast, Mina Waters, Ruby
Barnes, Robbie Harrison,
Tennessee Outland, Edna
McReynolds, Lillie Outland,
Lela Shackelford, Birdie
Parker, Gussie Adams, Memo
Mattingly, Elsie Lovett, Hlldred
Sharpe, Gladys Hale, Olive
Hagen, Lenore Jones, Floy

411
Ca.WS..C1111,

CENTRAL
FREE TICKETS at:
Western Store 753-9885
ernon Boot & Shoe Store

CINEMA 2

MAI•1••44•0••/1:••,,,AvOf

LC'O,

CINEMA 1
••••••OOOOOO

Bob Hope
In
"CANCEL MY
RESERVATION"
LG 1

North Arcadia Center

The Wild Raspberry
Marimak Supply

LOURDES PATIENT
Scott Emener of Murray has
been a patient at
Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Bonus
Feature
••••••••••••

CINEMAS
af VIM 111/m.” Mo.

753-0859
North Arcadia Center

Caldwell, and Erin Montgomery. Visitors were Mrs.
Thyra Crawford, Mrs. Velma
Rose, and Donny lapinake.
The next meeting will be held
on Friday, January 4.

e d Over!

Now Showing

Lubie and Reba's
Superb urger
3-848

No. Arcadia

U-Neck Sweater Vest

4.00 - 4.60
Machine washable and dryable sleeveless sweater vest
100% virgin Orlon acrylic ribbed knit. For sizes S (8 to
10), M (12 to 14), 1(16 to 18), XL (20). In navy, burgun
dy and green.

Patty Greer Gives
Program At Meet

Plaid Baggies
'isBto 12,1;i0Tar.43 ti• I

12.00- 14.00
Heavy-duty bauies are permanent press Fortrel ®
polyester and cotton with woe cuffs. In plaids of navy,
red, brown or burgundy

+11116.
JAR 5e

Famous Name Pajamas

lets your boots flex when
your feet flex—right

high lustre antiquing
and add even more
comfort. Step into a

Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
Mathis will have a reception in
honor of their golden wedding
anniversary at the DexterHardin United Methodist
Church from two to four p.m.

MCCLAIN GIRL
Mr and Mrs. Larry McClain,
— 1401 Vine Street, Murray, are
the parents of a baby girl,
Jennifer Ann, weighing six
Friday, December 21
pounds thirteen ounces, born on
Shopping day for Senior Monday, December 10, at 6:47
Citizens will be held with the p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
bus to run to downtown in the County Hospital.
morning and to Big K in the
The father is employed with
afternoon. For transportation Hughes Masonry at Fort
call 753-0929.
Campbell.
Grandmothers are Mrs. Lola
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wilson
whose trailer home was McClain and Mrs. Ben Hill, both
destroyed by fire will be of Murray. A great grandhonored with a household mother is Mrs. Petronia Mcshower at the American Legion Clure of Mayfield.
Hall from seven to nine p.m.

Gone are the days it took
to break in a pair of new
boots. Now, Roblee's
pure-comfort construction

from the start. Lighter
weight leathers carry

Sunday, December 23
Puryear Baptist Church will
present its annual Christmas
cantata, "The Story of
Christmas," at seven p.m. at
the church.

The Golden Age Club held its
regular monthly luncheon
meeting on Friday, December
7, in the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
Mrs. Tennessee Outland
played the piano for group
singing of Christmas carols.
Paul Kingins gave the invocation before the luncheon.
An interesting film, "Kentucky Pioneers," concerning
the first family to come down
the Ohio River and settle in
Kentucky, was shown by Mrs.
Velma Maupin of the Calloway
County Public Library.
Mrs. Hiktred Sharpe read a
Christmas poem. W.0 Vaughn,
president, presided over a short
business session during which
the members voted to continue
holding meetings each first
Friday of the month.
In charge of arrangements
for the luncheon were Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Lepinske, Mrs. Lula
Dunn, Mrs. Hildred Sharpe, and
Mrs. Katie Overcast.
Members attending were
Paul Kingins, Otis Harrison,
Messrs and Mesdames Vaughn,
Bryan Tolley, 0.C. McL,emore,
Harry Lepinske, Norman
Klapp, Clarence Horton,

5.50 - 6.00
For the Mailman
Not wind, rain hail or the
neighborhood hounds can
keep him trom his appointed
rounds. Surprise him with
Jerry's MERRY MONEY,
to make sure
his holidays will
be sunny,

Pick a pair of P l's (or two) for the young man in your life.
He can pull on the top with bonded collar and cuffs. Then
jump right into the'Oh-flatting colored pants. Instant
comfort in 100% combed cotton jersey knit. Sizes 8 to 16.

and broad toe will
have you stepping
out in style.

Colors: Brown
Black
Cordovan

SHOE STORE

bersofs FAScET
HIONn
So. 120 Street
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COSMOS
OPINION
Most teen-agers lack information about jobs and
the world of work they are preparing to enter. This
lack of information often is accompanied by hostile
attitudes toward business, a nationwide survey by
Purdue University shows. In the poll, 54 per cent of
the high school pupils questioned agreed with the
statement that most businesses are out to make as
much profit as possible no matter who gets hurt.
More than three fourths of the students endorsed a
statement that business leaders are more interested
in personal gain than in the welfare of the public.
Agreement with this opinion has risen more than 15
per cent since 1960. Almost half the pupils believe
that most businesses treat people as impersonal,
unimportant units in the organization. Thirty-nine
per cent think a company cannot be concerned with
the welfare of its employee until after it is very
successful and has money to spend on extras. Most
students were unable to give correct answers to a
group of poll questions about job opportunities and
trends. More than 7,000 pupils took part in the poll.
The survey report is based on a sample of 1,984
replies matched as closely as possible with the
actual high school population. From the results of
the Purdue survey, it sounds as though some
business education is definitely in order for the
nation's youth.
+++
The Wall Street Journal notes that, "A St. Louis
printing firm gives its employees a $500 bonus if they
quit smoking for two months. But they have to repay
the money if they start again Within a year. The
death of some employees from lung or throat cancer
led to the plan, the firm's president says."
+++
A word on the economy from a publication of the
Indiana Association of Plumbing-Heating-Cooling
Contractors, Inc.: "There has been a lot of complaining of late as regards the shrinking paycheck
A lot of people are getting into the act, trying to
pinpoint who or what is causing the paycheck to
shrink. Which of the so-called 'necessities' is
grabbing the biggest bite? Food? Housing?
Clothing? According to government figures for the
1967-72 period, the cost of food has increased 26
percent; housing is up 31 percent; clothing is up 25
percent. The biggest bite, however, is_gobbled up by
Uncle Sam and his kissing cousins at the state and
local levels. The cost of government has increased a
„whopping 60 percent. As the U.S. Chamber of
observes, 'Maybe we consumers are
;boycotting the wrong thing!"
+++
"Everything at heart is an environmentalist, but
the fury of the resistance (to solving energy
,
;problems) will come from those environmental
'extremists who are motivated by hatred of business
rather than true concern for the environment."—
Mr. Edmund Littlefield, chairman of the board,
% Utah International, Inc.
+++
I
.
.
1 "...Congress should recognize the urgent necessity
!of allowing us (railroads) to promptly increase our
$ prices whenever it's necessary to meet rising costs.
Railroads are not exempt from the cost-price
--I- pressures that affect every business."—Mr. Louis
W. Mertk, chairman of the board, Burlington,
!Northern Inc.
1
/
/
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10 Years Ago Today

i

Mrs. Donna Grogan Herndon of Murray has been
State
14. named a "Campus Notable" at Murray
College.
T;
William H. Claxton, son of Mrs. Inez Claxton, has
R.
i recently been promoted to State Personnel Relations
t: Supervisor by the Southern Bell Telephone Corn1" pany, Louisville.
age 85
.;' . Deaths reported are J. J.(Don) Humphries,
86.
age
Arnold,
Nix
'.and Mrs. Amanda
Jennings hit for 24 points for Murray State College
but still lost to West Texas State College 79 to 74 in a
basketball game last night.

• 20-Years Ago Today
in
Edrick M. Owen who is serving with X Corps
_
corporal.
to
promoted
Korea has been
age 59,
.. Deaths reported are Mrs. Terry Cochran,
)- and Buell Parker, age 54.
Needy residents, of Calloway County received
!:
public
$17,937 during November under three
released
records
to
according
programs,
assistance
•
• by the office at Frankfort.
will
A four voice men's group, "Murray Men,"
/
1954'
of.
Lights
"Campus
in
debut
singing
; make its
at Murray State College. They are Festus RobertBill
son, Jr., Joe Hambrick. Phil Forrest. and
Robins.
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The Elf Who Couldn't
ER
IPERPERP
JUN
Do Anything Right
EMPIOYtES

CHAPTER 10
By Bob Boyle
Juniperperper went out to
the back porch and saw that
the path to the reindeer barn
was covered with snow.
The elf picked up a shovel
that was leaning against the
porch and started to clear away
the snow.
"Wow! This is tough," he
said.
He kept shoveling and shovEXECUTIVE
eling.
In 30 minutes he stopped
OFFICE
and looked at what he had
done.
BUILDING
"Oh, my goodness," he said.
"I hardly made a dent in the
0
.now. If I don't hurry Santa
will never be able to get out to
the reindeer barn in time to
feed the reindeer."
He started again and shoveled and shoveled and shoveled.
-Help, I'm sliding,- Santa yelled
"It's no use," he thought. I'll
never get done."
"I'm sure I had more peanut
He ended up in a big snow
Juniperperper stopped and
butter and jelly," she said
drift at the end of the walk.
looked around.
"And: bread. What happened
"What in the world did you
"Hey, that looks good," he
to it? I'm sure I had some deli
do, Juniperperper?" Santa
said to himself. "A spigot and
cious chocolate cupcakes, too.
asked again.
hone. I know what'll I'll do. I'll
"Now I can't find them,"
"I'm sorry, Santa," Juniperhook up the hose and turn on
"Well where is Juniperperper said. "I'm sorry. I tried
the water. The water will melt
perper?" Mrs. Claus asked
to help."
the snow and Santa will have a
Santa.
"But what did you do, Juninice, clean path to the reindeer
"He went out to feed the
perperper?" Santa asked
barn."
reindeer," Santa said. "FEE!)
again.
Juniperper turned on the
"I put water on the walk to
THE REINDEER!! Oh, no,
hose and started to swish the
no, no."
get rid of the snow," Juniperwater over the snow. It began
perper replied.
"Oh, I hope Juniperperper
to melt.
"Oh, no!" Santa said.
isn't trying to feed the reindeer
Before you could say,
"Don't you know that it is
peanut butter and jelly,
"Jetties McGillicuddy 10 times
freezing cold up here and that
Santa said. "I'm sure he knows
fast," the snow was gone.
the water would freeze. Junithat they eat only grain."
"This really looks great,"
perperper, you made one giant
Santa went running to the
Juniperperper said to himself
ice slide. It's a wonder that I
reindeer stable.
as he looked down the glistenwasn't hurt. Suppose Mrs.
He opened the door and
ing path. He ran inside and
Claus would have fallen. I realcalled, "Juniperperper, what
called, "Santa, Santa, I've finpeople-'
ly don't know what to do with
are you feeding the reindeer?"
'I gather it's getting tougher to find
ished."
you, Juniperperper. I know you
"Hi, Santa," Juniperperper
Santa replied, "You've finwant to help, and I know you
said. "I got some peanut butter
ished? My, it seems as if you
want to work here, but I can't
and jelly and delicious chocojust started. I don't know how
have all this trouble."
late cupcakes from the kitchen,
anyone could clear a path that
I'll call all the other elves
and I'm feeding them that."
rapidly. I had planned to send
together after dinner," Santa
"Oh, no," Santa said."Reinsome of the other elves out to
explained. "I'll have to tell
deer don't like peanut butter
help you, but if you're done
them the mistakes you made
and jelly. They eat grain,
they won't have to. I'm proud
and then it will be up to them
apples, and carrots, but never
of you, Juniperperper. Now
whether you can stay or not. If
any sweets. Oh, what am I to
The Holy Shroud of Turin, let's go out to the barn."
they say you can't, then you'll
do with you?"
Santa led the way as they
which believers say is the
have to go back to the Magic
"I'm sorry, Santa, I'm
sheet in which the body of stepped onto the back porch.
sorry," Juniperperper said
"It certainly is clear," Santa • Snow Forest."
Christ was wrapped after the
"But I get one more chance ."What can I do to make it up to
said. "Look how it glistens."
Crucifixion, was put on disyour
before you do that, Santa?"
Santa started down the three
Italy,
Turin,
in
recently
play
"Juniperperper, I'm afraid
Juniperperper asked.
steps and as he put his feet on
for the first time in 40 years. the pavement, swoosh.... he
"Yes," Santa said."Now, go
I'm going to have to call a
FUTURE ENERGY NEEDS
The shroud has been kept slipped and skidded down the
and feed the reindeer while I
meeting of the elves tonight.sprinkle salt over this walk so
Santa said. "It will be up to
locked in a chapel next to entire length of the walk.
During the past couple of weeks I have participated
no one else will slip."
them whether you can stay.
"What happened" What's
Turin Cathedral for 4.00 years
in two sets of hearings dealing with the energy crisis. The
Mrs. Claus was preparing
and has been shown to the going on? Help. I'm sliding,"
full Government Operations Committee held hearings on
More tomorrow.
dinner.
public only on rare occasions. Santa yelled.
the creation of a new Federal Energy Administration,
Senate's
the
And
Simon.
William
which will be headed by
special investigating subcomitittee, of which I am a memIMP
amillateedar1101111110010181.1110.1111111&4110KAMC
ber, has held hearings on die origins and causes of the
current energy shortage.
I can make several rather general observations about
those hearings:
•First, it is apparent that the administration at best
was slow to act and when it did so the actions taken were
uncoordinated and frequently not strong enough.
*Several tougher measures undoubtedly will be needed
By J. Noll Woodruff
before we see the end of the current crisis.
industries
other
in
shortages
*We also face possible
which rely on fuel for production. The shortage could have
a "domino effect" throughout our economy.
This is a story that I learned some time ago and whep I light there appeared a whole host of shining angels. They'
*Some economists are predicting an energy-induced
to
6
as
high
has
rising
were praising God and saying: Glory to God in the
unemployment
with
1974
recession in
went to recall it I couldn't recall it word for word.8 percent (the current rate is 4.7 percent, up 0.2 percent
But I do remember the place and time I heard it and highest and on earth peace, good will to men. For unto
in the last month).
substantially these are the things which this story told. you is born this day in the city of David, a Savior, which
In short, the energy crisis could become much worse.
is Christ the Lord.
I suppose we could call it just a Christmas story.
before it gets better. But one thing is clear: this country
you.
unto
Ye
sign
a
find the
shall
be
shall
this
And
in
Judea
of
the
land
the
days
in
ago
of
years
Many
We
future.
the
for
must become self-sufficient in energy
cannot continue to be at the mercy of Middle Eastern
Herod the King there lived a little boy named Peter who babe wrapped in swaddling clothes and lying in a
countries which can cut off our oil supplies at whim or in
helped his father care for his sheep. Peter was a happy manger. Go ye, even now, into Bethlehem and see this
at attempt to gain diplomatic or political objectives.
He loved nothing better than to spend the long days thing which has come to pass. As Peter looked, the angels
child.
To that end. I cosponsored and the Senate has passed a
hillside climbing over the hills and crags, playing disappeared. The light grew less until the sky was just as
the
on
bill.
10 year S20 billion energy research and development
it had been except for one star, far larger and brighter
I believe Kentucky will play a key role in this drive to
in the brook, picking wild flowers.
achieve self-sufficiency because the thrust of the bill and
Face
the others, which remained.
than
'White
was
lamb
pet
named
always
at
little
His
policy statements by the administration have been that
Peter sat up and blinked his eyes. I must tell my father,
Often Peter would stop and throw his arms
heels.
his
much greater effort and emphasis must be placed on the
around the lamb's neck and cry, "Oh, White Face, I do he said. And he ran quickly to where his father lay
production and use of clean-burning coal - of which
sleeping. We must tell the others, his father said, and
love you."
Ken•ucky has 20 percent of the nation's known reserves.
One morning Peter's father said to him, "Peter, how soon all the shepherds were talking of the wondrous
would you like to spend the night with the shepherds on things that Peter had seen and heard. Some there were
the hillside?" Peter's eyes glistened for often he had who doubted. It is but a child's dream, they said, and
dreamed of it but his mother had thought that little boys went back to sleep again.
But Peter and his father and some of the others set out
were better off beneath their own roofs when nightfall
across the hills toward Bethlehem. The star that Peter
came. But now she only smiled.
The old-tinie mechanic was but grant us pardon, that with
"Watch over him carefully neighbor, wrap him up had seen seemed to go before them and to point out the
confiding in a friend: "'These pure heart and fixed purpose we
the nights are chilled upon those heights," she way. And after a time it hung over the inn and then above
warmly,
new cars! Times was when I may enter the New Year.
the stable at the back.
May the best in all of us come said.
could just listen to the motor for
Peter
at
But
that
end.
day
to
never
the
seemed
would
to
near
draw
Surely this cannot be- the -place,--iaid thi --Oldest
we
as
It
birth
to
slightest
a minute, hear the
wrong noise, then open up the Bethelehem May faith dispel last the shadows began to fall. And then it was just as shepherd, but he bent down and looked inside. There
fear, hope drive osit doubt and Peter had dreamed it. The sheep were gathered together through the gloom he could see the figure of a
hood and fix it."
mother and
we pray
"Pretty complex nowadays, love rise above
on the hillside, a great fire was built and the flames there was a little baby lying in the manger. A tall man
Child.
Holy
the
of
Name
eh?" sympathized the friend. in the
reached upwards into the heavens. Supper was fooked was keeping watch close by.
"Yup," said the grizzled Amen.
It is indeed the Savior, he said. Come, let is worship
over the open fire. Never had food tasted so good to Peter.
mechanic. "I can still hear the
Then when the work was done the Shepherds gathered Him. And they all moved forward and knelt for a time
Thanks Henry.
slightest noise in a motor-but
around the fire place, some lying on the ground and some before the manager. And then the oldest shepherd slipped
usually I can't find the
How about that snow this sitting near the fire. And soon they began to sing songs from his shoulders the cloak he
thingamajig that unlocks the
had worn to protect his
morning' And the wind blowing
hood so I can get at it."
and to tell the old stories.
old-bones from the winter's chill. Here, he said, wrap this
20 miles per hour right out of the
After a time Peter's father wrapped him warmly in a about Him. It will help to keep Him warm. It is my gift to
Now, here is a Christmas north. The birds were having a
and he lay where he could see the fire and hear the Christ Child.
blanket
are
feeders
the
but
time,
tough
Henry
prayer written by Rev.
• A younger shepherd spoke quickly and said: Here, here
McKenzie. Read it slowly so you full. At least 100 birds of all the voices. The stars twinkled down at Peter. Never had
kinds, constantly on the move, they seemed so bright. Why, they were likeett million tiny is my staff. It was given to me by my father. It will help to
can get the full import of it.
feeding in and around the candles. And it made him think of his own small keep His footsteps
safe. It is my gift to Him.
'`Clur Father in heaven, with feeders.
treasure and he reached into the fold of his robe to see if
Peter
looked
quickly
at his father, but his father shook
A Washington politician was
our friends and loved ones, we
was still safe. Yes, it was still there...a tiny bit of candle his head. No gift, thought Peter: No gift! We have no gift
join with praise in our minds, visiting the Moscow Zoo for the it
with happiness in our hearts, first time. He was very sur- given to him by the priest at the temple. It was too small, for the Christ Child.
But listen. The baby's mother was. speaking. I thank
and prayers on our lips, because prised to see a large bear and a the priest had said, to be of further use there.
Peter had not even told his father and mother about you for these good gifts, she was Allying. I shall keep
Thou has revealed Thyself in little lamb in the same cage.
them
"What's the reason for that" the gift. He was saving it for a surprise. Soon there would with me
the Christ Child, our Divine
always. I wish there was more light that I could
the visitor asked.
Lord and Master.
he a great feast day and at the end of that day Peter was see them more clearly and that I might see the better to
"That's a living demonBe present in all our homes
planning to bring it forth and they would light it and then care for the baby.
and in .the midst of our stration of peaceful cocould sit up late and be as bright and gay as the
they
More light, thought Peter. She wants more light. Why, I
celebrations; bring to our existence," his Russian guide
the ,gtest,t,Jlotise.Astho -hes!
3w-ery<
hait4er the Chrik.- C1414-Aftet 41.11•
terheThbritnee the reetiairlin'oi• iiKrutly Tg.iittedAsut."I'll have to admit," said the
And Peter -lay and thought of his treasure and he _quickly_ to Marx's i,de. be held:out.the
the Babe and His mission to
littlecasnile.
bring Peslee 611 Earth slid Good .fturnerican, 'irs' a very im- Iiiteneeto -the'Voices-and theri he--grew drowsier and
Mary looked in Surprise at the boy at her side. Why
pressive demonstration."
Will among men.
drowsier. Suddenly it seemed to him, though, as if the thank you, lad, she said. It is the
nicest gift of all. We will
"Of course," whispered the
In this spirit make us kindly
were growing brighter. Soon the whole world was as burn it now and enjoy its light.
stars
And we shall never forget
have
in thought, gentle in word, guide confidentially, "we
as day and as he looked in the very center of the, the lad who helped make the baby's
generous in deed. Let not the to put in a new lamb every bright
first night, bright.
errors of the past rule our lives, nirning "

Senator
Dee Huddleston

A holy relic it
displayed in Turin.,

0
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CAMPUS
CASUAL
Holiday Greetings

'gels. They'
od in the
. For unto
wior, which

100 N. 15th

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

JOHNSON'S

LINDSEY'S
WARD

GROCERY

Food Giant

BANK
of
MURRAY

753-5041

512 S. 12th 753-1713

CARROLL VW

411 Maple

PARKER'S
FOOD MARKET

212 E Main

Member F.D.I.C.

753-8322
Bel Art Shopping Center

TAYLOR
MOTORS
West Kentucky's
Transportation Center

INI.
800 Chestnut 753-8850

753-5825

JEWELRY
Our Warmest
Wishes

ELKINS

IT

7511586

Storey's

_Kc

753-2835
753-2895 East Side Court Square
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as just as
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my father,
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said, and
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!here were
said, and

FURCHES
JEWELRY

210 S. 5th 301 S 4th

753 1372

753-1640 114 S. 5th St

753-9741
Chestnut Street

MURRAY

PEOPLES

ELECTRIC

BANK

Merry Christms!
401 Olive

753-5312
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APO.C.0.0141.1
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Merry Christmas
Central Shopping Center
753-1606

CORN- AUSTIN
See Us for Your
Christmas Treasures

Central Shopping Center
753-7175

104 N. 4th

753-1916

DWAIN TAYLOR

OWENS
Food Market

CHEVROLET

Order Your Pit Baked

Happy Holidays

Hams and Bar-B-Q
Shoulders for Christmas

402 Main

753-2472

1407 Main

753-4682

Federal
Savings & Loan
Murray Branch

g. I thank
keep them
at I could
e better to
:ht. Why, I
W`tititi'W
candle. side. Why
11. We will
iver forget
ht, bright.

Bel Air Shopping Center
753-8777

The Showcase
Gift Items and Complete
Bridal Salon

MURRAY DATSUN
INC.

BATSON
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

1617-121 By-Pass
753-4541

YOUTH
SHOP

604 S. 12th

753-7114

THURMAN
FURNITURE

Behind Peoples Bank
7th & Main

753-7921

153-9887

753 4834

208 E. Main

Open Nights 9 p.m.
1106 Stiodays

753-1474

Bel Air Shopping Center
753-5323

Chestnut Street

TUCKER TV

GRAHAM

Sales & Service

JACKSON
TVs Are Not A Sideline

Where you buy
for men
gifts with confidence.
414 Main

/533234
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Energy Conservations Beginning To Pay Off

Your Individual Horoscope

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Energy conservation efforts
by Americans are beginning to
pay off in many areas of the
country, although utility officials and heating oil suppliers
say it's hard to measure the exact effect.
An Associated Press survey
showed less electricity was
used in November and the first
two weeks of December this
year than in a corresponding
period last year.
In almost every area, however, the weather was warmer
than it was last year. At the
same time, there were more
electricity customers, making it
difficult for officials to measure
the actual savings.
The Edison Electric Institute,
an association of investorowned utilities which compiles
nationwide statistics, reported
that for the first three weeks of
November, electricity consumption was higher this year
than last.
Then the picture changed. In
the following three weeks, elec-

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 21, W73

I

ARIES
t Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
A period for reviewing. You
may have to change some
procedures, systems; tie up
Reends.
loose
some
examination of long-range
projects especially important.
TAURUS
tApr. 21 to May 21)
Some excellent opportunities
indicated but, with them, a few
more responsibilities. Accept
them graciously and you will
reap fine dividends later.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
key
in
strain
Some
associations indicated. Probe
deeply to find the cause, the
better to cope with it effectively. In any case, keep
your sense of humor intact
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) °Cl/
Not a good day in which to
mix business with pleasure.
Rosy promises made in an aura
of congeniality could prove
deceptive.
LEll
,
(July 24 to Aug. 231 41!%-'17..
An associate will offer some
unexpected assistance. Be
receptive. The proffered help
will be genuine, the motive
sincere.
VIRGO
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You can make unusual
progress in many areas now.
Get your mind clicking early,
and in tune with present trends.
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct 23)
Consider new methods and
techniques, but don't overreach
your capacities. Neither be
overanxious. Impress others
with your poise and good
judgment.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rntelre
Aspects
indicate
the
possibility of some deception in
your area. Be alert and ready to
counteract with firmness.

SA(;ITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 ) ),44P
Be ready to face competition.
the
usually enjoy
You
stimulation of this, but don't
burn the candle at both ends in
your desire to get ahead. Easy
does it!
CAPRICORN
tkCI'l
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Not much planetary help
here. In general, it would be
better to stick to routine matters. Perhaps, too, to take a
little time to make some longrange plans.
AQUARRJS
1Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) —
Some astute checking could
save you time, prevent wasted
energy and costly errors. Don't
divert efforts into unproductive
channels.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Pay no heed to glowing
reports or sensational rumors
— especially if finances are
involved. Keep on an even keel
and you should do well.

YOU BORN TODAY, a
Sagittarius-Capricorn
cuspal
i one born at the change of
Signs), are endowed with the
dominant traits of both and, as
such, are a highly interesting
individual. On the one hand, you
are visionary and exceedingly
sensitive, characteristics which
express themselves in a love for
music, poetry: writing and the
graphic arts. On the other hand,
you are extremely practical and
have
excellent
business
acumen. If interested, you could
become a highly successful
banker or business executive;
could also excel in the legal
profession or statesmanship.
Courage is one of your outstanding traits. You can face
and overcome all obstacles in a
busy and successful life. Birthdate of: Benjamin Disraeli,
British statesman; Albert
Payson Terhune, author ( noted
especially for stories about
Above all, avoid those who have dogs); Jane Fonda, screen
deceived you before.
actress.

A CHRISTMAs HOLSE—Kate Shepard, 9, a fourth grade
student at Murray State's University school, puts the finishing
touches on a shadow box house she is making for Christmas. Kate
is the daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Fred Shepard.
Photo by Wilson Woolley

np

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, inc.

chamis
crilEMH
crIONET
A Gift In Good huts
For the School Guard
Every day she s at the
corner, helping your kids
cross the street She should
really be remembered, with
a special
holiday treat'

November of last year.
About 24 per cent of the nation's homeowners heat with
oil.
The Michigan Consolidated
Gas Co. reported savings of
natural gas. John Von Rosen,
manager of residential and
commercial services for the
utility, said November surveys
showed a maiked decline in
consumption, even when mild
weather was taken into account.

THERE ARE A COUPLE OF HUNDRED PLACES
TO STAY IN THE PALM BEACHES...
BUT ONI.Y ONE

ILTON
INN/

10)11
.1°.
:11
,13
,1,
r1C
T:°°
‘"
:`- I‘
tYh
N0:116S
11)
"
Innenso.c'hf.
ethien7lorida?,

tAl'4
Did you know There Are A Couple of
Hundred Places to stay in the Palm
Beaches, but only ONE Hilton Inn? Did
you you know the Hilton Inn of the Palm
Beaches is located a few yards from the
beautiful Blue Atlantic Ocean/ Did you know
the Hilton Inn of the Palm Beaches has all
hotel facilities with Olympic pool, kiddie pool,
Tennis Courts. all Oceanview rooms, Superb
Dining Room and Lounge? Did you know the
Hilton Inn of the Palm Beaches is within
short distance to Disney World and a
multitude of Florida attractions and golf
courses? But—did you Know You can
make a reservation now to enjoy all
these things plus Hilton Quality and
Service—Either contact your local
Hilton Reservation Service or
write or phone us directly.

NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER
For the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
THE NUMBER TO CALL

1)
11;5'

753-6434

„,-->-•

Write or phone
Telephone: 305/848-5502

THE HILTON INN
3800 NORTH OCEAN DRIVE • RIVIERA BEACH, FLA. 33404

ClittiSTMAiGIFTODIUM

EWING
TIRE

Eket_ophoiike
8-Track Car Stereo Tape Player
•Fully Solid State
al New Compact Size

•2 Stereo Speakers
•Low Power Operation

•Fine Tuning Control
•Unit Shuts On Automatically

C78-14
E78-14

Reg. •401K,
NOW $3995

F78-14
G78-14
G78-15

- SPRINT
G T '60

CRAGAR

$3900

I.

s42
"

$2500

H78-14
H78-15
J78-15
L.78-15

• lip to 10"
• 12/32" Tread Deed
• Rayon Belts
• Nylon Cord Body
•80 Series Design

$3400

1.60-13

• 17/32" Tread Depth
El 4 Ply Polyester Cord
• 78 Series Design
l• .85 inch White Sidewall

oNVFD
TRACTION

Christmas
Special
Limited
Quanity

NI PA KA 1

All tire price
plus F.E.T.
82" to 13"

KODIAK

$
34
95

Steel golfed

14 s6
NUTS

MAO WHEELS

ET-1
TIRES FOR
00

S SPOKE
14z41.73

Thruway

419
95
Moe IINI-Istio

$4995Installed
rorestone

12/32" Tread Depth
4 Ply Polyester Cord
711 Series Design
.85 White SideviaN

For Truck & Form
Tire Service

SMALL CARS

'225°

rho rim Cr.OW
COMM ay maw
new 11771 cam

mu),.1 m CARS

S2500

-rrenr

Whit. Walls!

HEAVY DUTY

Peckiegme)

Call Us!!

-4-11B1

So. 12th Street

a trade association of heating
oil dealers in the state of Washington said it found a 10 to 15
per cent cut in usage and attributed the drop to conservation efforts.
Thomas J. Scott, president of
Buckley at Scott Co., which
owns fuel companies serving
about 50,000 customers in parts
of Massachusetts, Rhode Island
and New Hampshire, said
about 17 per cent less oil was
burned this November than in

Insurance - Bonds - Real Estate — 108 E. 12th St., Benton

MSU Grad To Join
faculty In January
Harry J. Hamilton, a 1965
graduate of Murray State
University and a native of
Harlington, will join the
university's faculty Jan. 1 as an
instructor in computer science
ip the Department of Physics
and Astronomy, Dr. Walter
Blackburn, dean of the School of
Arts and Sciences, has announced.
For the past two years,
Hamilton has been associated
with the Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
National Laboratory as an
assistant to, the director in the
environmental information
systems office.
After graduating at Murray
State. where he majored in
chemistry and mathematics,
Hamilton taught school in
Columbus, Ohio, for one year
and worked as a research
assistant with the Chemical
Abstract Service, also in
Columbus.
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Freeman
Hamilton
of
EarWigton, he did graduate
work at Ohio State University
before earning his master's
degree in business management
at the University of Georgia.
While at Georgia, he also was
an information scientist in the
Georgia Information Dissemination Center at the university.

JAMAICA'S GNP
The Caribbean island-nation of Jamaica had a gross
national product of more than
$1.3 billion last year, an increase of almost 10 per cent
over 1971, according to the Jamaica Industrial Development Corp. — CNS

tricity consumption went down.
The institute reported, for example, that 34.700 billion kilowatts of electricity were used
during the week ended Dec. 8,
1973, compared to 35.692 billion
kilowatts during the comparable week in 1972. l'hat's a
decline of almost 24i per cent.
Edison Electric makes no attempt to figure out why the usage is lower, but individual utilities are trying to determine
the reason.
The Philadelphia Electric
Co., which reported that electricity consumption in November 1973 was three per cent less
than in the same month last
year and which predicts a
greater drop in December,
said: "It's mainly due to consumer conservation and to cus•
Miners making a conscientious
effort to eliminate the use of
electricity and better utilize
their appliances."
The Missouri Power & Light
Co. said 10 to 15 per cent less
electricity was used in November 1973 than last year and
added that warmer weather
alone would not account for the
drop. Company engineers said
charts showing consumption at
specific temperatures indicated
that even when the 1972 and
1973 temperatures were the
same, this year's usage figure
was less.
Statistics on heating oil were
more difficult to obtain since
many companies said they had
not compiled any statistics. But

AT

.NO MONEY DOWN 6 MOS. TO PAY

SHOCK
ABSORBERS
EACH $988
,NsrAufo

.NO FINANCE
CHARGE WITH APPROVED
CREDIT

EWING TIRE SERVICE
Res4.---Alear

'29"

----Saturday 7:30-5:00
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'LACES

For The Elderly and Shut-Ins . ..
Live Gifts — Potted Poinsettias, Azaleas and Gardenias

LADIES

LONG GOWN

NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR LAY-A-WAY!

JR. GRANDFATHER
CLOCK

EMPIRE 30-CUP

PERCOLATOR

66
Brew 30 cups of delicious coffee in this Empire percolator. Perfect for holiday parties,
club groups, and after-the-game get-togethers.

ALARM CLOCKS

Compact alarm has
easy to read dial,
hands and alarm set.
Matches any room
decor and fits easily on bedside table.

YOUR CHOICE

This lovely accent piece will complement any room decor. Features hand
finished wood tone case with rich
gold pendulum.

TV CUSHIONS'

A large assortment of brushed tricot
long gowns to keep cozy in all winter long! Choose from many styles.
colors and sizes.
Gabriel extra loud
alarm with copper or
brass finish. 514'
high with plain dial.

phone
48-5502
Reg. 3.33

Reg. '4.88

0404

Packs of 160 or 250
F

holiday parties,
levision viewing, or
as an accent to any
room decor, try our
4 comfortable•TV cushions.

LADIES SHIFT

GOWN

IG

222

•

7x30 CENTER FOCUS

BINOCULARS
BLUE ENAMEL

nylon
Lovely
tricot shift gowns
in assorted colors. In sizes S.
M, L.

ROASTER

Yth
1rd

lewalt

Model al 5R

Cook your turkey
to perfection in our
traditional blue enamel roaster.

PIEZO ELECTRIC

LIGHTERS
Electric
butane
lighters have no
flint, no battery,
and no wick! Attractive styles to
choose from.

Reg.
15.00
powerful 7x30 center focus binoculars
are the ideal gift for the sportsman on
your list! Great for ballgarres and a must
for hunting. Also for the comet Kohoutek

Ladies Multi-Color

Mens Comfort

LADIES
VELOUR

LADIES

SCUFF

SCUFF
Bright trim comfort
scuff with soft vinyl,
uppers, cushioned innersole, crepe outsole. Sizes to 10 in
assorted colors. (Imported).

Opera Slipper

Flower trimmed velour scuff with soft
uppers.
manmade
velour
Cushioned
innersole and crepe
outsole. In assortted colors. Sizes
to 10.

Plush Scuff

Sizes 7-12
in Brown

Sizes to 10

.3 CUBES...12 FLASHES'

It keeps you "ver,
dry". Scented or
unscented.

ANACONDA HEAVY
DUTY

7-oz.
Reg. 2.50

POLAROID
108
COLOR FILM

SYL VANIA

KODAK 128-12
COLOR FILM

45 RPM
RECORDS

FLASHCUBES
88C

BRUT 33
SPLASH-ON
LOTION
A blend of 45°c polyester, 35% rayon,
and 20% cotton make a soft, warm,
comfortable bargain that you really
can't pass up.

r')P
ART STS'

IRWIN
BAmmia
•Ili

IrsazZrizs-Ft.s.

•

Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

* Acres of Free Parking

753-8777
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Lakers Fall 89-70

Wis

PORTS Mayfield And Carlisle

k._.}1URRAY LEDGER

tP TIMES

Gordie Howe And Sons Lead
Houston Aeros To WHA Win

By KE
Associated
Wiscons'
less came
Wednesday
kind. It wa
to beat W
The Hug
Kerry

Advance To Semifinals

_

but one safe forecast is after Larry Sanderson gave the went on a 14-point scoring connected on nine
By MIKE BRANDON
more field
Friday night, only one un- Cardinals a lead that was not splurge to break open a close goals than the Lakers.
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
defeated
Predicting what is going to
team will remain in again relinquished in the half as game.
Wells came back into the
By FRED ROTHENBERG . period, and John French added net, in leading the St. Louis
happen in the game of the First Region.
Mayfield took a 28-22 advantage
The Lakers, who had lost at game in the third period but the
Associated Press Sports Writer an insurance goal with one sec- Blues to their victory.
Top-ranked Carlisle County into the dressing room at in- home 67-55 to tbe Comets, led Lakers citild come
basketball isn't any easy task
The hockey people in Houston ond left in the game, carrying
no closer
and second-ranked Mayfield termission.
twice in the first period of ac- than 13 points as Carlisle
must be looking through Ae- the New England Whalers to
will collide at 7 p.m. Friday
In the third period, Mayfield tion.
County led 60-43 at the end of the
roscolored glasses, but can you the victory.
with the winner emerging into moved out to a nine point lead
A three point play by Greg period.
blame them?
Saints 4, Masers 2
the championship game of the and threatened to break the Howard midway through the
Only 20 seconds into the final
They bring a 45-year-old man
Third-period goals by George
Mayfield Invitational.
game open but the Falcons quarter gave Calloway County a period, the
and his two sons, age 18 and 19, Morrison and Bill Klatt lifted
Comet fans went to
refused to fall under the Car- 7-6 lead and after a 20 footer by their feet as Wells charged to
down to play hockey in a foot- the Minnesota Fighting Saints
Mayfield
reached
the dinal barrage
and trailed 40-35 the Comets' David Garrett, 6-8 pick up his fifth foul of the
ball-crazed city and look what to their victory over Vansemifinal round by taking a 60- entering
game
the final period.
pivotman James Wells scored and the Laker fans began to
happens.
45 win over Hickman County
couver.
Five
consecuti
ve
points
by
the from under to give the Lakers a leave the gym as the Comet lead
Justabout the time the colwhile Carlisle County battered
North Stars 4, Flames 2
Falcons at the outset of the 9-8 lead.
lege football season ends and
continued to rise.
Calloway County 89-70 in
Murray Oliver, playing in his
fourth quarter tied the game at
And then on the way to the end
the Houston Oilers call it quits, 1,000th NHL game, iced the
At one point in the final
opening games played Wed40 apiece before guard Keith of the period, a funny thing period,
the Aeros move into a first- Minnesota victory with an
the Comets led by a;
nesday .
Roberts
canned a 15-foot jump happened for the Comets and a much as 24 points.
place tie with Edmonton in the open-net goal at 19:33 of the
In games scheduled for shot to give the Cardinals the not-so-funny thing happened to
World Hockey Association's third period.
Carter, a 6-1 guard, paced the
tonight, at 7 p.m. Lcnves will go-ahead basket and from that the Lakers.
Western Division.
Comets in scoring with 22 while
Leafs 5, Seals 3
point
on,
the road to victory for
meet Symsonia in an inWells was whistled for his Robert Martin added 21, Mike
Howe assisted on Houston's
Third-period goals by Errol
tracounty rivalry while in the Mayfield was all downhill.
third foul after a layup by 5-11 Woods 12 and John Martin 11
first goal at 8:16 of the first pe- Thompson and Ron Ellis lifted
Weatherspoon, the hot- forward Thomas Jenkins and
nightcap at 8:45, the Murray
nod, scored his own goal, No. the Toronto Maple Leafs over
Howard led the Lakers with 30
High Tigers play Bowling shooting guard who starred in the Comets took the lead for the while
7, 11 seconds later and the rout California.
Wells, Shelton, and
Green, who lost for the first the State Tournament last year remainder of the game on the Williams all scored
was on.
Sabres 2, Black Hawks 2, tie
10 while
time
the
Tuesday
of
year
night for Hickman County, scored 16 play.
freshman guard
Howe's son Mark, 18, scored
Richard Martin's goal at
TOMITI
in a regular season game.
Even without the rebounding Futrell, who was all over the
points to pace the Falcons in
two goals — his 12th and 13th 11:51 of the third period gave
power of Wells, the Lakers still floor on defense, added eight
— and so did Don Grierson and the Buffalo Sabres their tie
Hickman County, Region scoring.
Sanderson hit for 20 points to were able to move to the inside points.
Murray Hall.
champions of last season and 5-5
with the Chicago Black Hawks.
Carlisle County is now 11-0 on
Whalers 4. Oilers 2
on the season, trailed only 4844 lead Mayfield while junior and at the end of the first
Blues 3, Kings 1
the season while the Lakers dip
Tom Webster scored with one
against the tall Mayfield jumping-jack Eddie Williams period, trailed only 15-12.
Garry Unger scored two
Senior Greg Howard, who to 3-5.
second remaining in the second goals, the second into an empty
Cardinals late in the final scored 17 and Roberts added 16.
Mayfield is now 7-0 for the scored 16 points in the first half,
Calloway County will be in
quarter.
went on a scoring streak in the action next Wednesday
But Mayfield, who had not season.
against
•
first half of the second period powerful Union County
scored a free throw the entire 74—err's-Id
in the
Hickman County
and pulled the Lakers to within opening round of the Paducah
13 33 X 45
game, scored 12 points in the
MAYMILD
four points at the 4:03 mark, 26- Tilghman Invitational.
Planer
final two minutes, 10 from the
fe ftm-a to
Larr.
9
24
20
charity stripe, to turn a close FAdie Sanderson • • •
22, as he pumped in a 1541
7
3-4
1 ,
17
:Cliale Counts
Hubbard
is 44
2
12
ito
game into a romp over the Ftill
br:011oway County
Keith Roberta
4
411
51 to
12
6
44
le jumper.
Keith
Pyle
O
smaller
0-0
*
p 4(CA01.1115.12 COUNTY
and
outmanned Jeff Wilson
By
the
time
the
Lakers
had
1
0-0
2
fg
Greg nazgell
Falcons.
O
0,0
scored their next point three
NTsfaIs
15 16-14 64
'
T.1e
1;mt:4196
Mayfield forged to an early
{f11
HICKMAN COUNTS
minutes later, the game was for Robert M.rUaN"
1.5 5
221
Player
la eten••
John Martin
lead in the first period and was Sidney
4
1-3I
9
all
Spate
practical
purposes
over as Greg Carter
5
3.4
10
2-2
22
David Rodrers
I
0-0
in front by three points at the Tien
David
Garrett
the Comets had ripped off 14 Jimmie HondrIs
Larkin
0
I 4
041
6
2
Ricky Weatherspoon
end of the quarter stop, 16-13. Joe
6
4-5
II
,
n )
Rand,
1::;:.1
,
consecutive points during the Za.
:m,rnnett
4
Sprwilgs
1
2-3
I
2
But Sidney Spates, a 6-1
tilti 0.74
4
I-2
.
Lakers'
7
conservat
erry
of
ion
energy
Lynch
0 00
0
TMike
cy
Y
. ..
senior with a pair of the %Ike
: On
5e1a1a
17 11•111
and Carlisle County led 40-22. BobTzbty:r
Partin '' '
I
GO
quickest hands in the Region,
37 15-22
At halftime, the rip-roaring
CALLOWAY COUNTS
N.
went to work on the boards and
Lakers Sluggish
Comets were rolling with a 44-28 lames Wells
fe
to
3
05
10
with 5:02 left in the opening
After playing good basketball lead.
Greg Howard
611 30
11
Randy
5 0.0
IC
half, Spates rebound of a missed for the first 12 minutes of the
The Comets were outre- TommyShelton
Futrell .
4.6
2
1.
David
shot by Ricky Weatherspoon game, a sluggish Calloway bounded in the half by a 17-10
William*
ln
5 0-0
GET THE REBOUND—Calloway's Tommy Futrell (43) battles
Jessie Darnell
1 (44
.
2
lifted Hickman County to its County defense chose the wrong margin by Calloway. But Gres Ryan
0
0-0
0
under the basket for a rebound with Greg Carter 1414 and David
Bean*
first lead of the game, 21-20.
time to take a break and Carlisle County attempted 10 Terry
Rick Scarbrough
0 0•
0
0-2
0
1,
0
Garrett 4314 of Carlisle County. The Comets ripped the Lakers
Brad Belcher
in
A move from underneath by lightning-quick Carlisle County more shots in the
the opening round of the tournament 89-70.
7101111
half and
2/ 12.14 70
THE ONLY FEDERALLY INSPECTED MEAT PLANT':
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
rof‘e

•

fta
ID

A p
you
call
you
am
Se
ear
Bat

Come See The

Ch

Country Ham
. Christmas Tree.:

112

The whole family
will enjoy it!

Gibson Food Locker

IN MURRAY
Closed Sat Afternoon Open Mon., 24th, All Day'

•

Majors Named'Coach Of Year

PHOENIX, Ariz. (API — bowl team, says he feels "a
Johnny Majors, who turned a little bit like O.J. Simpson did
104ime loser into a football last Sunday."
Majors, head coach at the
University of Pittsburgh, was
named coach of the year
Wednesday by the Football
Writers Association of America.
The announcement was made
in Oklahoma City.
"It is a great honor," said
Majors, whose Panthers will go
against 10th-ranked Arizona
State in Friday night's Fiesta
Bowl. "I accept it on behalf of
my staff, players and the administration, frorn the chancellor on down.
"I don't really work for this
type of thing or for any award,
Hours: 9-10
but I am especially happy to
receive this one. I feel a little
Mon.-Sat.
bit like 0. J. Simpson did last
1 to 9 Sunday
REPAIR
Sunday when he called in all
his teammates to thank them
Until Christmas
for enabling him to rush for the
yardage that he did."
Majors, 38, narrowly won
over Barry Switzer, the University of Oklahoma's first-year
coach, in balloting by 761
FWAA members.
%Over Cost
Majors received 151 votes to
Switzer's 130. Bryant had 89
votes, followed by Clairborne
with 45, Paterno 41, Parseghian
Men's Dingo All-Leather Uppers
36 and Mallory 71.

Unc e Je f s

Camera 8 Toy Department

VERNON'S, Inc. of Murray

4:

Next to Central Shopping Center

Polaroid Square

Grand Opening

Shooter II

Savings up to 50% and more for the entire family!
Vernon's Gigantic Truck Loads of Merchandise helps beat
inflation!
oN
r s SHOt
BAJIIIIIT
mItAhl IM
DAD

laito
UN

Ladies, Girls & Boys

BOOTS-,

7 Saddles

All Sizes Asst Colors & Styles
From $350 Up

10

Dingo Royal Baron's

Side Zipper

BOOTS
Reg. '56.00

$3 1 97

BOOT
Reg. '29.97 $146°

Men's All Leather Dingo Brand Name

DRESS SLIPPER
Reg. '27.97

Special!

JERRY'S
C"'
cPIDNE
A Gift in Good Tates

$136°

40% OFF

For the Youngsters
A very special dollar pin.•
Kids will love to give and po
Jerry s merry money tol,enr,
A tut with the junior set'

—Rancher Coats —Marburo Coats —Motorcycle Coats
—Latest style 3 in 1 coats
—Suede leather, smooth leather with zip-out lining, reversable with belt
--Leather Sport — Dress — Casual Coats, mens and womens
-All assorted styles
colors

Orsra Shoe.

Register for Daily Drawings
No Purchase Necessary-Yea do not have to be present to win
Total amount of giveaway merchandise daring Grand Opening is $1400.

MINUTE MAKER
KIT
Everything you need for
instant pictures. Polaroid
Square Shooter II. Case,

CAMERA
*

uses type
film, electric eye and
electronic shutter for automatic
exposures, sharp 3-element focusing
lens.

844

'1

Film,
2
9
8
8
Is

and Sylvania Flashcube
for 8 pictures

NEW

(A.'••••

heyHtune

Magictihe-x
instant-loading
camen outfit

9

...

.
*** COLOR PACK
.
GIFF SET

Realis
Ports
Mono

19

88 * A Polaroid
Land Camera with built-in timer,
*
* carrying case.
color pack film and Sylvania
*
* Flashcubes for 8
$3988
•
* pictures.

left* ire
vs... Mat Wee Nest

Itesseelse

•
Pku s:cube
'
lailmt
wornirse
lMispot
om
ainermir
.
• u.
..0„..d
A.noinabcte
maNance
..9...
• the. blight esewhe.der
• Made 4
...0 S A
,

Model 115X
****n ****
******************1**************************
Newbor
Emir..
DT.
*
o
Complete Supply of Cameras
TENDER ••!:•••!•:''
*
and Accessories for last
LOVE" o 1 o.II VI t
*
minute
V
*
pictur
e
taking
.
*
.0,
4re
*
.
4ip
p
,
*
Flashbulbs, Film, etc.
*
Looks and feels just like a new born baby.
Comes with her own soft blanket, diaper, bottle

2

*
40************
**************

**
99 *
**

A

Rook Cards

*
$8 in 99it

and I.D. bracelet Bathe her, dress her or
feed her! 13" tall Rooted hair
•1973 1.4.11.1 Inc

*

,. . . . t

**Sellefelelielukstele*******

1111°
A 3-0 game with real moving,
blocking, kicking. •
tackling, head-knocking football.
On a heavy
vinyl field V.) x 7 ft. you line up
the complete
offensive and specialist players.
The
l InePlwinical bz.11.:arriet _a..
1ually ratisnoitli IW,
baft...and the 'wheeled tsicklers go
after him.'

itil
So. 12th Street

65-I

**************************T*********************
*****
POLAROID *
from

MARX

1 Pr. Each, Fashion Shoe or
_RAW! gaiue. LIP To $250-00
•
Select from
. r .r ndicott ohnson

Wide
Reah
Head

POLAROID

******************************
)

GRAND PRIZE DEC. 24
For each member of Immediate Family only.

1

'299
•• •

•

71•74 ."`
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Dolphins Place 12
On Pro Bowl Team

Wisconsin Twins Are Double
Trouble For West Virginia
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10
2
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and 27 rebounds to lead Wiscon- the basket and can hit from the
sin's unheralded and unbeaten outside as well."
Badgers to a 69-62 victory over
There is a difference between
the Mountaineers.
the twins, although you really
"I'm confident that both play- have to look close to notice.
ers have a really good shot at Kim, a 237-pounder, is the cenmaking it big this year and in ter at 6-foot-111
2. Kerry, a for/
Over-all, the four AFC playthe pros," said Powless. "Both ward, is a quarter-inch taller
off teams dominate the squad,
have good shooting eyes around and seven pounds lighter than
with 28 of the 40 players. Along
his look-alike.
with the 12 from East Division
They gave West Virginia
champion Miami, the West tidouble trouble in the second
tlists, the Oakland Raiders,
half, both controlling the
have seven, Pittsburgh's wildboards and the flow of the
card Steelers have six and the
game as the Badgers opened a
Central champion Cincinnati
58-48 margin with seven minBengals have three, including
utes left.
wide receiver Isaac Curtis, one
Kim finished with 72 points
of the three rookies to make
and 11 rebounds while Kerry
the team. The other first-year
had 18 points and 16 rebounds
players are kicking specialist
ALL TIED UP—Tommy Futrell glances at an official to see if Ray Guy of Oakland and kick
in Wisconsin's fifth straight viche has been fouled after this tangle of legs with a Carlisle County returner Greg Pruitt of Clevetory this year.
In other games Wednesday player. Futrell, who wasn't fouled on the play, scored eight points land.
night, 11th-ranked Long Beach for the Lakers.
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon )
State blasted Cal Poly-Pomona
79-54; No. 14 Arizona edged No.
13 Kansas State 74-72 and No.
18 Syracuse trimmed Penn
State 59-55.
Clifton Pondexter scored 26
points to lead Long Beach over
Cal Poly-Pomona.
A perfect gift for the holiday season. Bring
Bob Elliot tossed in a 35-foot
special
your whole family together for those
shot at the buzzer, giving
jump
calls. EveryOne can talk and listen when
Arizona its tense victory over
on
the
you place your telephone receiver
Kansas State. Trailing by as
amplifier (no installation necessary)
many as 13 points, Arizona
Separate speaker and mike, volume control,
closed in midway through the
earphone jack for hard-of-hearing persons.
second half behind Elliott.
Batteries included 43-230
Chris Sease scored 12 straight
points and rallied Syracuse to By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS final 1:40 of overtime, rallying
and you ran
Many teams hold meetings Seattle and handing Houston its
victory over Penn State. The
Nittany Lions held a five-point before a game to discuss what fifth straight setback.
70ers 101, Trail Blazers III
lead with seven minutes re- they've been doing wrong.
An outside shot by Leroy
The Detroit Pistons held a
We all do-and all of us at
.Check Your Nearest Radio Shack Store) maining when Sease went to
\
meeting following Wednesday Ellis with 42 seconds remaining
work.
Murray Insurance Agency
night's 89-87 National Basket- insured Philadelphia's victory
wish all of you a most
ball Association triumph over and overshadowed an NBA caand
joyful
blessed
the Chicago Bulls to remember reer-high 44 points by the losChristmas.
what they'd been doing right.
ers' Charlie Scott.
American Basketball Associ"There were things we had to
talk about," explained Coach ation scores: San Antonio 107,
Ray Scott. "We wanted to do it Virginia 100; Carolina 111,
INSURANCE AGENCY
right away while things were Memphis 90; New York 83,
BEL AIR CENTER 753-4751
Kentucky 82; Indiana 104, Utah
fresh in our minds."
Elsewhere, the Atlanta 88; Denver 118, San Diego 113.
Hawks nipped the New York
Knicks 107-105, the Kansas CityOmaha Kings drubbed the
Cleveland Cavaliers 106-92, the
Seattle SuperSonics shaded the
AROUND 1100
AROUND s50
Houston Rockets 124-118 in
D $20
overtime and the Philadelphia
Save $10 On
76ers edged the Portland Trail
hedelic
Realistic
,Blazers 10148.
Portable
Bob Lanier led Detroit over
Light
Cassette
Chicago with 30 points while
Kit
Recorder
Dave Bing contributed 18.
Bob Love paced the Bulls
ag5
Re
5
with 27 points, but they still be14-858
28-172
came the eighth team to be
held under 100 points in the PisAdd 4-Channel Sound To
tons' last nine games
Your Home Stereo System
Wide Range
Hawks tr, Knicks 104
Realistic'
Enjoy derived quadraphonic
Jim Washington broke a tie
Headphones
sound by adding synthesizer
and speakers to your present
with four points in the closing
home system 40-1981 40-2C, •
minutes, putting Atlanta within
1995
Value YOU Q995
2 games of the first-place
/
11
5,
With S kers PAY go
28-3323
Capital Bullets in the Central
Division. The loss broke the
Knicks' five-game winning
Realistic
streak.
65-In-1 Electronic Project
AM/FM
Khqgs IN, Cavaliers 92
Kit
Stereo
Don Kojis scored 24
Veteran
Radio
-Kints for Kansas City-Omaha
System
Realistic Digital
whfleNate Williams and Jim28-250
Clock Radio
my Welber added 23 and 20, respectively. `
When you spend money
Souks 124, Rockets 118
Fred Brown scored two basof town it is gone.
out
Realistic'
kets and two free throws in the
Portable
It keeps traveling with
Mono Phono
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
Wisconsin Coach John Powless came up with a .good hand
Wednesday night—two of a
kind. It was more than enough
to beat West Virginia.
The Hughes twins — Kim and
Kerry — teamed for 40 points

Rath.lhaek

The conference's 13 head
coaches voted for the players
who wW appear in the Jan. 20
game at Kansas City's Arrowhead Stadium. It will start at 2
p.m., EST, and be televised nationally. The coaches were not
permitted to vote for any of
their own players.

1595

Only the New England Patriots and San Diego Chargers
were not represented on the
AFC team this year. The American Conference, which won
last year's game 33-28 when
O.J. Simpson was voted the
Most Valuable Player, leads
the series 2-1.

SAVE $3
BATTERY SALE

IDEAL FAMILY GIFT...
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER

Guaranteed 36 Months

Sears
19.95
ikegulaY'

s A69

ttehAn

Sears Has a Credit Plan
teSWt Your Needs
s

batten'

MURRAY LEDGER tro TIMES
,
k__

30

Lanier Leads Pistons
To Victory Over Bulls

HiP

GUARANTEE n Wilinap-e
within

CHARGE IT CO=

Radio ihaek

12
2.1
V
22
6
2

,
Nsa

NEW YORK ( AP) — The
Miami Dolphins, who won more
games than any American
Football Conference team in
the 1973 season, also won more
berths — 12 — on the AFC Pro
announced
squad,
Bowl
Wednesday.

NEXT TUESDAY IS CHRISTMAS
HERE'S 18 HOLIDAY SUGGESTIONS
PLEASINGLY -PRICED FOR GIFT-GIVING

High Voltage means straight-through-the-partition
cell connectors deliver more initial starting power
than an otherwise identical battery with up-andover cell connectors.

Delivery and installation additional
Prices are catalog prices

1251111,110132JCX 41.40 CO.

Sears Tire Prices
Start at '10.20

Sou thslde Shopping Center
9:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
753-2310

SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE
Tire end Awls Contor

WAWA WAWAtk$441.1:hq Et4ttiltitkhket-AEL-K WitWaV14

1

90
Fres replacement
day. of purchase if battery
prove. defective. After 90 days
we will replace it with • new
battery if defsetiv•, cherging
only for the period of ownership. Your monthly charge@
for ownerehip will be computed
by dividing the current selling
price Is tradisin at the time
of return, by tbie number of
months of guarantee.

tk$44

Mtttittifin

PEOPLES BANK
says...

SHOP AT HOME

1995

it's a sign of Confidence and helps
build opportunity in Murray.

IAKER

!ed for
)Iaroid
Case,
hcubet

5495

Keep home earned

1

1995

2 & 4-Channel 8-Track
Playback Deck

Sound
Level
Meter

1995
3-1137

9995
444001

4995

11 1028 ,

38

STA-14 AM-FM
Stereo Receiver

2 Station Telephone
Style Intercom
p
199

95
109
31-2044

Realistic Automatic
Stereo Changer

4k242

4995
42-2935

Realistic
MC 1000

Bookshelf
Speaker
Systems

k***

Add 4-Channel Sound
To Your
Auto Stereo System
Add synthesizer and your
choice of surface Or flush
mount speakers to your
present auto stereo

40-1980

Realistic' AM/FM
Stereo Tuner

4995
CHARGE IT

249°

"1 7.
11995

STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS UNTIL CHRISTMAS

tnt

North 12th Extended
753-7.10.0,
L.,

Muni,
A TIMM COMPOPATOON CONPANV

—

11092
Realistic'
8-Band
Portable
Radio

4

systern 12-1843,12-1844,
12-1874

.***

1

owned dollars

4795
12.1494

irking. •
heavy
mplete
The
Ihtc
him.'

dollars home

Raehe
/Melt

Hours: - 10<8-41ost:Sat • • 12:30-5:00 'Sunday

Tigers Are Best
Fielding Club

BOSTON ( AP) — The Detroit
Tigers have won the team fielding title in the American
.League for the third straight
year.
The Tigers committed only
112 errors to edge the Baltimore Orioles by one percentage
point, .982 to .981, according to
official league statistics announced Wednesday.
Baltimore second baseman
Bobby Grich set a major
league record for second basemen with a .995 fielding average, breaking the mark of .9939
set by Jerry Adair of Baltimore
in 1964. Grich played in all 162
games and committed only five
errors in 945 chances.
In other fielding honors, Ken
Berry of the California Angels
led outfielders for the second
straight year with a .997 average; Detroit's Bill Freehan
topped catchers with .995; Jim
Speir..el of Texas led first basemen with one error in 1,069
chances and Don Money of Milwaukee took top honors among
third basemen with 97109.
Cleveland's Frank Duffy led
shortstops with a 986 while
teammate Gaylord Perry
shared fielding honors among
pitchers with Jim Colborn of
Milwaukee. Neither Perry nor
Ctiborei conunit*41e.s..senne.
Sharing the load for the most
assists by outfielders with 14
each were Paul Blair of Baltimore, Bobby Murcer and Matty
Alm of the New York Yankees
and Bill North of Oakland

1

1
3

little chance of returning.

Money spent at home stays
at home. It returns in
mar* ways. In more
successful businesses,
improvements, expansions
and new construction.

1
3

Dollars increase in value
and provide more taxes
that improve parks.
playgrounds. streets
and schools.

3

If all purchases that could
be made at home were
made at home think of all
the improvements that
would be possible.

1

Keep home earned dollars
home owned dollars.

1
COMMUNICATE CONFIDENCE, SHOP AT HOME

1
1

The Exgraordimiry Bank „.
vt-ES
o

PEOPLES BANK
• ... &,•. ....,.,,- . ......, •.......- ...- ..,.. Ty,
0?i
-f

11,

,*"..-- a'--,. • - - '

4

6111110"*.
_
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Stew Johnson's 28 Points
Paces San Diego To Victory
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
At the start of the fourth period of Wednesday night's
American Basketball Association game, Coach Kevin
Loughery of the New York Nets
asked if there was a doctor in
the house and who should step
forward but Julius "Dr. J" Erving.
When the good doctor had finished operating on the Kentucky Colonels to the tune of 16
fourth-quarter points, the Nets
had rallied for an 83-82 triumph
that left them in a virtual tie
with Kentucky for second place
in the East Division, one game
behind the Carolina Cougars.
Elsewhere, Carolina trounced
the Memphis Tams 111-90, the
Indiana Pacers whipped the
Utah Stars 104-88, the San Antonio Spurs beat the Virginia
Squires 107-100 and the the San
Diego Conquistadors conquered
the Denver Rockets 118-113.
In the medical world, Erving
would be taken to task for the

euthanasia by which he ex- his game-high 31 points in the
terminated the Colonels, in- first quarter and cut Utah'i
cluding a decisive foul line lead in the West Division to two
Jump shot with 22 seconds left. points over San Antonio.
In the basketball world, though,
Spurs 107, Squires 100
it was expected. It also was the
San Antonio, led by rookie
Nets' 12th triumph in their last Swen Nater's 25 points, rallied
13 games.
in the final quarter. Rich Jones
added 19 points and reserve
Erving paced all scorers with Bird Averitt had 18, enabling
30 points while teammate Larry the Spurs to pull away in the
Kenon had 22 rebounds. Louie final period and score their
Dampier topped the Colonels fourth consecutive victory.
with 22 points and Dan Issel Conquistadors 118, Rockets 113
added 18. Kentucky's Ron
Stew Johnson scored 13 of his
Thomas missed an uncontested game-high n points in the
layup with 12 seconds remain- fourth quarter for San Diego.
ing that would have given the The Q's were struggling to hold
Colonels the lead.
off a Denver surge in the third
period when Billy Shepherd
Cougars 111, Tama N
Tom Owens scored 22 points came off the bench to spark
and pulled down 18 rebounds, to San Diego by hitting three
help send Memphis to its 12th three-point goals in the period,
straight loss. Carolina con- including one from rnidcourt as
trolled the game from the out- the buzzer sounded. He finished
set and had an 81-63 lead after with 11 points. Dave Robisch
and Warren Jabali each had 25
three periods.
for Denver.
Pacers 164, Stars N
George McGinnis tallied 15 of

College Cage Results
LEAN ON ME-Robert Martin (21) of Carlisle County is about
to get whistled for a foul as be came a little close to Greg Howard
following Howard's two points. Howard cashed in on the free
throw for a three-point play.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon )

By The Associated Press
.
EAST
Temple 78, Rutgers 64
Glassboro 55, Drexel 52
Syracuse 59, Penn St. 55
Kean 73, Ursinas 63
St Bona venture 92, Baltimore
67

Xavier University Drops
Football From Program

MIDWEST
Wittenberg 61, Wooster 48
Ball St. 83, Butler 30, 2 overlimes

SOUTHWEST .
Arizona 74, Kansas St. 72
Va. Commonwealth 72, Tex.
CINCINNATI (AP) - Mar- was dropping the sport after 71 gan as "an exceedingly difficult
decision," the action left head A&M 71
quette, Loyola of Chicago and seasons.
Oral Roberts 88,
"The cost of intercollegiate coach Tom Cecchini without a
Fordham all once had formidable football programs that ( football ) has grown so high, Job after a successful rebuild- 62
fell victim to financial de- virtually tripling in the last ing campaign.
that we find it imdecade
Cecchini took over in 1972
mands.
UC-Davis 59
Dreg
Another Jesuit school joined possible to sustain this program after three consecutive 1-9 seaSt. U. 74, Portland St.
their ranks Wednesday when without incurring an annual sons. Xavier finished 34 his
Xavier University announced it deficit of at least $200,000," first year and rallied from a 1-5 ,71r
Long Beach St. 79, Cal Polystart this season to finish
was abandoning intercollegiate said The Rev. Robert W.
S.J., president of the uni"It's a shame," said Cec- Pomona 54
football due to "spiraling
versity.
Nev.-Las Vegas 76, Cal.-Santa
chini, at 28 one of the nation's
Described by Father Mulli- youngest head coaches. "I feel Barbara 50
The 142-year-old school said it
U. of Alaska 86, Lewis and
sorry for Xavier, more so than
Clark 78
for myself."
He said he was considering
TOURNAMENTS
an assistantship offer from SyrMayers luterefty
acuse.
Clumpluadip
Father Mulligan said the
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
Amer. Intl. 87, Springfield 68
move "is the inevitable result
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC
Third Place
of this financial squeeze and
Westfield St. 60, W New Eng
our primary responsibility of
WHILE-YOU -WAIT
maintaining a sound financial 67
1,000 COPIES
Ballad Town Classic
position."
PRINTING AND
Championship
: Ready Copy Only.
He said the school's board of
Pacific, Ore 77, Humboldt St.
DUPLICATING
trustees, who voted 15-3 to abolish the program, said priorities 63
Third Place
have been placed on an in()re Col. 76, Simon Fraser 75,
tramural program and a new
overtime
building.
The co-educational school of
Ali Buys Dogs
6,000 produced one bowl chamDEER LAKE, Pa. API pion and a number of professional players. The 1949 club Muhammad All, training here
finished 10-1 with a victory over for his Jan. ZS rematch with
Arizona State in the Salad Joe Frazier, has added three
German shepherds, which he
Bowl.
are attack dogs, to his ensays
FOO'TBALL
tourage.
of
Xavier
CINCINNATI
304-8 MAIN STREET - PHONE 753-4662
The dogs are named Shadow.
Ohio announced it was abanMURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
Tornado and TreaBlack
doning intercollegiate football
4weemmemilleelmmais61~8
cherous.
after 71 seasons.
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98

2. Henry Clay
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS loss to Central, dropped from
81
3. Owensboro
Now comes the game of the
fourth to fifth.
79
4. Bryan Station
year in high school basketballFollowing, in order, were
66
5. Ballard
No. 1 Louisville Central and
County,
Clay
Louisville Male,
60
6. Male
No. 2 Lexington Henry Clay,
Madisonville, Lexington Tates
32
7. Clay County
both unbeaten, in next week's
Creek and Ashliind. Lexington
31
8. Madisonville
Ashland Invitational Tournacrackto
closest
LaFayette was
29
9. Tates Creek
ment.
ing the top 10, just two points
12
10. Ashland
Central, a winner in all six of
behind Ashland.
Others receiving votes, listed
its games, this week was the
from
tumbled
Elizabethtown
alphabetically: Atherton, Burunanimous pick for the top spot
the top 10 after falling to St
ler County, Casey County, Carin The Associated Press KenXavier of Louisville, 60-59, follisle County, Christian County
tucky high school poll.
hu117-63
lowing St. Xavier's
Dixie Heights, Elizabetht
Henry Clay, 5-0 and most
miliation by Central.
field,
Hazard, LaFayette,
recently an 80-75 winner over
This week's Kentucky high Union County.
crosstown rival Bryan Station,
was ranked second with 98 school basketball poll, with first
place votes in parentheses and
points-22 behind Central.
, Ariz. - Jon
CHAND
point totals on the basis of 10 Cu
down
held
Owensboro, 3-1,
of Houston shot a 64 to
the No. 3 spot for the second for a first place vote, rune for
a six-stroke lead after
ee rounds of the $64,000 San
week in a row while Louisville second, etc.:
Ballard, now 5-1 with only a 1. Central 12)
Marcos Classic,

N 0-T

Penn 84, LaSalle 82
SOUTH
Wisconsin 69, W. Virginia 62
MU 67, Tulane 60
Morehead St. 92, La. Tech 86,
overtime

Louisville Central In Top Spot
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Due to the energy crisis, we're'forced to sell our late model,
big, and standard cars
00
below the usual selling price!
as much as
These cars Will sell between now and the 1st of the year . . .
so Buy Now and Save at least $1,000.00!!

1 000

Chris
the h

We have over 75 cars on the old A&P lot, and about 75 oN
the lot across the street.

/

We feel that people will not be satisfied with the small straight shift cars with no air and no power.

Will the Gas Shortage be like the Beef Shortage??
WE WILL TRADE
See ... Howard Brandon or Bobby Boyd

Brandon Brothers Distributors, Inc.
Phone 753-4383

701 South 12th Street

!last Print Copy Center

SHOE SALE
Fall and Winter Shoes
STARTS FRIDAY!!
Name Brands ; First Quality

2
1
/

Already
Discounted
Price

Jim's Shoe Outlet
--411..leasms-Now
,
.1d

SOVINSiDE SHOP
ALL SALES FINAL - NO lICHANGES - NO REFUNDS

In this season of happy thoughts and warm
hearts, we extend a special"Thank you"to all our good
friends and patrons for your confidence,
loyalty and support... a Merry Christmas to all!
From the following Members of the Murray -Calloway County
Board of Realtors:
C.O. Rondurant Realty
Boyd & Majors Real Estate
Galloway ins. & Real Estate Ay.
Claud 1. Miller Real Estate & Appraiser
.
.Msffitt Real _Estate ,
Jebil Cr Na'sbase74taaltor
+Pordom & Thurman Ins. & Real Estate

John Randolph Realty & Auction Co
Roberts Realty Co.
Guy Spann Realty
Donald R. Tucker Realtors
• %isle"), Rewt.E.asatc agency
Wayne Wilson Ins. & Real Estate

Will Be Closed Christmas Eve, December 24, and Christmas Day, December 25
Incur ancP DepartMent will be open
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European Airports Boosting
Security After Rome Incident

Guess who's up
on the rooftop?
If you had to guess, offhand,
the most parodied poem of all
time, you'd probably say "A
Visit from St. Nicholas."
This is the merry verse
which begirts "'Twas the night
before Christmas, and all
through the house," and carries on through St. Nick's arrival, the clatter on the roof,
and the rush of the old boy to
be on his way, behind his
"eight tiny reindeer
Its lilting meter and the
lively story it tells have put
this verse in the all-time class
of Christmas literature.
"A Visit from St. Nicholas"
was written in 1822 by Dr. Clement Clark Moore, who was
not a medical doctor but
rather a professor of theology,
who taught at a seminary in
New York and was convinced
that if lasting fame ever came
his way it would be through
"A Compendious Lexicon of
the Hebrew Language,"
which he published in 1809.
But came Christmas Eve of
1822, and Dr. Moore gathered
his children around him in
front of the fireplace. He had
knocked out a little ballad
about Christmas, and in the
pride of authorship he wanted
to read it out loud. Once the
kids were settled down, Dr.
Moore began:
'''Twas the night before
Christmas, and all through
the house ..."
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And that might have been
that, except for one thing. Dr.
Moore had composed this
rhythmical romp for the delight of his youngsters, but a
friend who had dropped by
that Christmas Eve sat in on
the reading. The friend
thought it was delightful ...
and he was impressed with
the approving reaction of the
Moore small fry.
The friend copied it down
and took it to the editor of the
Troy New York) Sentinel.
The editor liked it, too; and
what's more, he printed it.
Dr. Moore, who possessed
the outward dignity and serious mind of the dedicated
theologian, wasn't happy at
the printing. He denied writing the poem, and continued
the denial for several years.
He was working on a biography of King Castriota of
Albania, and a poem about
reindeer named Dundee and
Blitzen seemed a bit out of
keeping.
Eventually, as he saw how
the poem kept bnnging delight to fonts anew each year,
he lessc•i up and basked in
the glory that was due him.
But even the good Dr.
Moore couldn't have anticipated his impact on America's observance of Christmas.
Until he wrote his descrip-

tree passages about "He had a
broad face and a little round
belly ... He was chubby and
plump,a right jolly old elf..
— until this portrayal, St.
Nicholas had been a somewhat dour importation from
Europe. Dr. Moore's poem
changed the concept of St.
Nicholas from that of a gaunt
and bearded old saint, wearing black robes and riding a
white horse, to what has developed into today's roly-poly,
white-bearded, red-andwhite-clad Santa Claus.
He introduced the reindeer
as ,Santa's source of motive
power, and established the
rooftop as the landing field for
this jovial traveler.
The name -Santa Claus"
came along later, as the old
boy was still "St. Nicholas- to
Moore, and, of course, the
Moore kids. Gradually, in the
legend of the fun side of
Christmas, the names became pretty much interchangeable.
"A Visit from St. Nicholas"
is now usually called "'Twas
the Night Before Christmas,"
but it's still Dr. Moore's
poem, written for his children
150 years ago. In all that time,
nobody has improved on Dr.
Moore's little story in rhyme.
Unless you want to count
the addition of Rudolph to the
reindeer herd.

Hospital Report
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ON ALL DIAMONDS
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OPEN SUNDAY 1 - 5 P.M.
OPEN EVERY NIGHT UNTIL 8:30
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SCHICK'
HOT LATHER MACHINETM

The
Schick

.14
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December 16, 1973
ADULTS 98
NURSERY 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Dixie Lee Strong, and
Baby Girl,
216 Woodlawn,
Murray, Mrs. Jeritza Jean
Guthrie and Baby Boy, Box 31,
Hazel, Mrs. Paulette Coplen
Reed and Baby Boy, 518 S. 13th
St., Murray, Mrs. Mary Kay
Kirks and Baby Girl, Route 7,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Willie Cooksey, Route 1, New
Concord, Miss Kristie Ann
Ballard, 7201
/
2 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Willie Beatrice
Hopkins, 1104 Mulberry,
Murray, Mrs. Opal Jewell
Beane, Route 1, Farmington,
Joe Frank Dalton, 1114
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs. Judy
An Hendrickson and Baby
Boy, Route 2, Benton, Mrs.
Glenda Nell Garland and Baby
Boy, Box 56, Sedalia, Fred T.
Phillips, Route 7, Box 29B,
Murray, Mrs. Annie Elizabeth
Parker, Route 6, Murray, Mrs.
Lula Hutchens (convalescent
Div.,) Route 2, Box 91, Murray.
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Barber-soft push-button lather in rrrtnutes Plug-in dispenser heats lather
electronically 2 shave cartridges included On oft switch

Holland Drugs
109 S. 4th

753-1462

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Many European airports said
they are boosting vigilance
against terrorists after the
massacre and hijacking Monday in Rome.
But there was no indication
of drastic new measures at either Rome, which has one of
the worst records of any airport in the world for terrorist
activity, or Madrid, from which
two of the Arab terrorists Monday were reported to have
come with submachine guns,
hand grenades and fire bombs
in their luggage.
Sources at the Rome airport
said in addition to the precautions that proved ineffective
Monday — a police watch, electronic metal detection checks
and personal searches of passengers, handbags and luggage
— there will be closer checking
of transit passengers.
Since 1968, Palestinians embarking at Rome have hijacked
three other airliners. The three
Japanese who killed 27 persons
and injured 77 in the Tel Aviv
airport massacre in 1972 also
boarded their plane in Rome
with luggage they obtained
there. Three months later a
tape recorder in the baggage
compartment of an El Al plane
exploded after it took off from
Rome; two Arabs had given it
to to British girls in the Italian capital and they said they
didn't know it was boobytrapped.
Officials at Madrid airport
denied Italian police reports
that two of the terrorists Monday came to Rome by a Spanish airliner from Madrid. But a
Madrid newspaper said there
were several Arab names on
the passenger list, and normally only about 20 per cent of the
flights leaving the Spanish capital undergo security checks.
Travelers said flights of Iberia,
the Spanish airline, are never
checked, and there was no evidence today of any stricter
measures.

Zurich were reported in a state
of "top alert." Senior Geneva
police officer Andre Gagnebin
announced "draconian controls" at Geneva airport for the
arrival of key delegations to
the Middle East peace talks set
to begin Friday.
Gagnebin did not elaborate,
but asked for the "understanding of the press" on the
matter.
Passengers at West German
airports this week said they noticed more police guards than
usual. Their arms included submachine guns. West Germany
formed a special crisis unit of
sharpshooters after Arab terrorists shot dead 11 members
of the Israeli team at the Olympic Games in Munich in September 1972.
The Bavarian police said the
Munich and Nuernberg airports
are being very carefully guarded with bigger police reinforcements and tighter baggage
checks.
In Holland, security precautions at Schiphol airport in
Amsterdam have been intensified in recent months. Officials said security personnel
had been increased and the airport now has four armored cars
to help in anti-terrorist operations.
In Austria, the Rome and
Athens killings spurred security
forces to open a new police station at the airport in Vienna.
In Denmark, Copenhagen's
Kasttrup airport police staff
was boosted by 36 men, including sharpshooters, bringing
the force to 106. Police trucks
escort all Israeli and Arab airliners off and on the runway.
In Italy, the Rome massacre
has led to tougher security
measures at other major airports such as Milan. Passengers will be liable to search
without warning as they wait
for their flights to depart.

Winston Churchill, Sir Winston's grandson and a member
of the British Parliament,
urged the British government
to store nausea gas at Londar's
Heathrow airport and use it to
break up any attacks.
"This would guard passengers and airport employes from
the barbaric attacks to which
they were subjected Monday in
Rome," he said. The gas is
used to break up rioters in
northern Ireland.
Heathrow officials said security had never been relaxed.
"We cannot, of course, say
what measures we adopt," a
spokesman said. "If we did tell
you, there would be no security."
The Monday attack in Rome
by Arab terrorists eventually
resulted in 32 deaths.
At Belgium's main airport in
Zaventem, rigorous measures
by police, gendarmes and army
units have been supplemented
by horseback patrols in fields
runways.
surrounding
the
Crack army commando forces
stand by heavily armed in
jeeps.
Flightsby El Al, the Israeli
Airline, have an armed military escort when they taxi
along the runways.
The airports at Geneva and

TOOTHY FISH
Not only does the shark
have several rows of teeth in
its mouth which move forward to replace older teeth as
they wear out or fall out, but
its entire skin is also covered
with smaller toothlike structures covered with hard dentine. — CNS
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LERMANS
•

Will Be Open Sunday, Dec. 23rd,
From 1 til 5

-10%
OFF

• Everything In Store!!
Free Gift Wrapping

LERMANS
Located in the
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
rrk Kentuck.
. .

Season
At This Season . . .
We are reminded of the many things for
which we should be thankful ...
To give thanks for the prosperity we enjoyed in the past year, we, who
share in the blessings of a good life, should lift our voices in prayerful thanks
for the abundance of our -festive board, spiritual freedom, and boundless
opportunities.
We wish to thank Almighty God of His help in making our business the
success it has been over the past year, and we pledge to serve the best interests of our patrons with food that will be in keeping with loyalty shown by
each of them in bringing their business our way.
It is our desire to serve the public, not only with good food, but also with
dignity and respect for the fine community of which we are a part.

Give Your Car A Bath For Christmas!!

Wash Only $ 1 50

••

• .1

— 1102 Chestnut —

or $ 1 00

unmarked highway patrol
cruisers.
"He learned that the soupedup cruisers use a lot more
gasoline than the big cars,"
Griffith said.
West Virginia Gov. Moore is
using police cruisers for business trips. Norm Yost, his
press secretary, said the governor's state owned Lincoln Continental is nine months old and
has only 571 miles on the
odometer. It stays parked a lot,
he said.
Gov. John Giligan of Ohio is
allowing the lease to expire on
his Lincoln in January. It gets
13 miles to the gallon. Robert
Tannenbaum, his press secretary, says Galigan will switch
to a smaller car.
In Illinois, Gov. Dan Walker
has ordered the sale of all limousines in state service. Walker
gets about in a state-owned medium-sized Chevrolet.

GITETINOS-

From ...

Now, when we pause to take stock of our joys, let us pledge to reaffirm
our faith in all mankind and to be determined to preserve and cherish the
freedom and heritage that we in the community enjoy.

••

IT DESERVES IT.

per gallon.. doing 50 and 60
miles an hour, and it costs the
state jut $1,500 a year under a
leasing arrangement."
He said Ford went from
Frankfort to Louisville several
days ago at about 50 miles an
hour "and passed just three vehicles, including the same truck
twice."
In Indiana, state police Sgt.
Robert Candless, driver for
Gov. Otis Bowen, said a stateowned 1974 Buick Electra is
used for official executive trips
but that, at 50 miles an hour,
the Buick gets 16 to 18 miles
per gallon.
The Electra is Buick's biggest car, but is not considered
in the limousine class.
Tennessee Gov. Winfield
Dunn continues to ride a Lincoln Continental on official
business. His press secretary,
Ralph Griffith, said Dunn gave
up an alternate plan to ride in

•

•
.!

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
ASTRO CAR WASH

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wendell Ford's use of his
twin-engine Merlin airplane has
been "brought to a screeching
halt" as a state fuel-conservation measure, according
to the governor's press secretary.
Thomas Preston says Ford is
canceling previously planned
trips in the official limousine as
well.
But Ford apparently won't
follow the example of Louisville
Mayor Harvey Sloane, who announced recently that he's cancelling the city's lease on a
mayoral limousine.
Preston says the Lincoln Continental with the No. 1 license
plate is staying in the garage
more, and that greater use is
being made of an American
Motors station wagon and a
Chevrolet.
"Besides," says Preston,
"the Lincoln gets 15 to 16 miles

BANKAMERICM0
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Government Limousines
Not Being Used As Much

•
•

with Fillup

Peace on Earth, good will to all people
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•

We will Close
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Washington Notables British Housewives Having Rough Ride
Saving Energy, Too
By ANN BLACKMAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Ethel
Kennedy turned off the heat in
five of the 18 rooms in her
home. Sen. Lowell Weicker Jr.
turned in the family station
wagon for a compact car.
That's how some of Washington's notable folk are weathering the energy crisis.
From Capitol Hill to the
White House, most departments,agencies and individuals
are making an effort to save
fuel.
President Nixon may forsake
Air Force One for a commercial train to get to Florida
this Christmas. The Treasury
Department held one of its annual Christmas parties by
candle light.
Richard 0. Simpson, chairman of the C,onsumer Product
Safety Commission, has started
commuting from his suburban
Maryland home to his downtown office by bus instead of
automobile.
A White' House press office
ban on *omen wearing pant
suits to work has been declared, in administration lingo,
"inoperative."
The government's housekeeping agency, the General
Services Administration, removed light bulbs from every
other fixture in the hallways of
the White House Executive Office 'Building and switched the
remaining bulbs from 150 to 75
•
'watts.
Mrs. Kennedy, who lives in
suburban McLean, Va., said
her decision to cut off the heat
in five rooms is creating a
problem. "It doesn't do much
good because the dogs and the
children keep running through
the rooms," she said. "Now the
whole house is freezing."

Lights still flood the monuments to Washington, Jefferson
and Lincoln, but they're reduced by 50 per cent and shut
off at 10 p.m. And most District
gas stations that aren't sold out
of fuel by Saturday morning
are only selling $3 worth to a
customer.
Frank Iliard, president of the
American Petroleum Institute,
walks two miles from his
Northwest Washington home to
his office almost every day to
save fuel, according to his wife,
Jayne. And he's trying to sell
his Cadillac but can't find a
buyer.
William E. Simon, the new
energy czar at the Federal
Energy Office, gets to work by
chauffeur-driven Chevrolet, a
result of his own edict last
week that all federal agencies
get rid of their limousines by
Jan. 1.
Caspar W. Weinberger, former budget director and now
head of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare,
has replaced his dark blue Cadillac limousine with a black
Mercury Marquis. The cost
saving is questionable, according to his chauffeur, who said
both cars get nine miles to the
gallon.
Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-fll.,
has traded in his Mercedes
Benz for a smaller car, a Ford
Mustang. Weicker, a Connecticut Republican, now drives
a Ford Pinto.
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Come In And See Why Everybody Shops' At Uncle
These Prices Good thru Dec. 20t
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Call 753-8245

Some items not exactly as

Dryer

Model AB-1
Reg. '25.99$ 1 449

$2295

Reg. '2.50

Reg. '3.00

6 Rolls
Choice of foil wrap 28 sq. ft,
,
or paper wrap 60c9
s ft.
Your Choice
ZIPP0

$ 1 49

Wide Selection

Purses

88

Special Rack!
Men's

Socks
Pkg. of 3

to '9.00

$1

One Rack

I

Ladies

I

Values to '11.00

1411.11111Noww -4

Men's White
Work

Dress Shoes
Values
$366

DEODORANT

00
Pr.
Men's

}landkerchiefs

More FREE!
2-oz. can
/
91

.79;

$500
Pkg. of 7

$ 1 00
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COMET
ALUMINUM
-PIECE
5

Dreamflower
Perfumed

11
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Dusting
Powder

5-oz. box
Reg. '1.25

49(P

Windproof, Brush Finish
No. 200
Reg. '3.95
"akaolails.

TOASTER
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Gillette Right Guard

LIGHTER

MANNING BOWMAN
2 SLICE
AUTOMATIC

GLOVES

Dress Boots
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LIGHTER
5-lb. box '3.99
5 Attractive Designs $ 1199
2t/-lb. box
Reg. '395
$239
I I
ROMAN

In

$ '169

Jeans

Ludens Fine Assorted Gillette Wild
Milk Chocolates Cricket Table

After Shave Lotion

Sizes 7-14

Ladies

Deluxe Cord

ROMAN BRIO

Wide Selection
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Why Order From
Out of Town

WANT LIST
BROOMS
Push Brooms (all types)
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Try Murray First
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Dorothy Piper, who lives in
Jhe Kent village of Leigh, found
her only local general store out
of toilet paper. She drove seven
miles to the nearest town and
30 minutes for a
had to seat
gasoline station able and will-
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VANCOUVER, B.C. (AP) —
Dovne's Santa Claus School
concentrates on turning out
believable, authentic-looking,
}oily old St. Nicks without that
"Ho, Ho, Ho" jive.
"We never tell our Santas to
say 'Ho, Ho, Ho," said Fran
Dowie. "No one really goes
around saying 'Ho, Ho, Ho.'
You just have to keep your personality bubbling. It's not what
you say. It's what you feel."
Dowie's school, part of the
British Columbia School of Performing Arts and Crafts, offers
a 10-week course — four hours
of instruction a day — for $50
per student. However, Dowie
admits a person with an outgoing personality can learn the
role in about six hours.
But $50 really is a bargain,
he says. Graduates from his
school can get $25 an hour from
Santa-users who want a top-ofthe-line product.
Forty students graduated
from this year's course, Dowie
said. About 12) people applied,
but most were turned down as
unqualified.
Qualifications include a lot of
years. Dowie says older persons with white eyebrows and
mature face and tone of voice
make the best Santas.

FOI Santa Claus
Santa comes but once a
year. bringing lots of
Christmas cheer' Turn the
tables, with a gal (haft
merry. a live c1ollar certificate—a gift in
good taste.
h
1 11b
q10
from Jerry's'

of mail and the distribution of
food and other household necessities.

--- so as so im

Santa School
Turns Out Only
'Authentic' Work

.11 Gift in Good Twee

homes in the evenings because
of train troubles.
"They seem to be having a
fair enough time," said a porter at the Leicester Hotel.
"They get together for dinner
and then pop out to the pub for
a drink or two."
In the suburbs, life is grimmer as gasoline shortages and
the delays hamper the delivery

By JULIE FLINT
gineers' slowdown, British rail
Associated Press Writer
officials report jammed switchLONDON (AP) — Britain's boards as worried housewives
housewives are having a rough check up on tardy spouses.
ride to Christmas, faced with
"Fed-up wives are asking,
trains that don't run, shops that 'What time did the 6:25 really
don't open and, sometimes, leave Waterloo last night?"
husbands who don't come one railroad official said.
home.
London hotels report heavy
With train schedules thrown bookings of businessmen unable
into chaos by a locomotive en- to return to their suburban
•

So people are bulk buying
now," she said.
Turkey,traditional for Christmas, is also reported in short
supply because the suppliers
can't deliver them.
Many housewives worry
whether they will have enough
electricity to finish cooking the
evening meal.
The tallest structtre in the
world will be the Polish National TV Service Tower in Flock,
Poland, which will be 2,100 feet
tall upon completion in 1974.

ing to refuel her for the return
trip.
"It wasn't my local filling
station and they said at first
they couldn't serve me," she
explained. -But I said I
wouldn't budge until they did.
'That shook them."
Mrs. Piper blamed empty
shelves in the shops on slow
hoarding
and
distribution
housewives. -It wouldn't be
funny to run out of toilet paper
at Christmas, when many
stores are shut for days on end.

•

COOKWARE SET
Teflon Coated

$547

2-Qt. Sauce Pan
10" Fry Pan

4-Qt Covered Pot
1-Qt Sauce Pan

HEAVY DUTY
ELECTRIC

VAN WYCK

G.E. STEAM & DRY

IRON

$ 1099

Model 345220
r Stylish Chrome Finish
r Removable Crumb Tray
r Heat Proof Handles and Feet

Model F63
This Weekend Only!

CARVING KNIFE

VW-44

7

$787

.99

^

Christmas Special!

99
0

Bob Rousse, Dist

4"
1
BLACK & DECKER /

Supply Store
To Your Door

MOPPING PRODUCTS
Mop Buckets
Mop Wringers—Press
Mop Handles
Mop Heads (Rayon-Cotton
Stick Mops
Dust Mops (Industrial)

KIT
DRILL
Model 7013

Save Money!
Entrance
Mats

r 3 Drill Bits
r 3" Buffing Wheel
r 3 Sanding Discs

657

vie
FLOOR MAINTENANCE
All purpose Cleaners
Wax Strippers
Floor Sealers
Floor Finishes or Wax
Carpet Cleaners
Floor Machines

ANTI-FATIGUE
MATS-RUNNERS
FLOOR MACHINES
VACUUMS

COLEMAN
2-BURNER

REST
ROOM
MAINSERVICE STATION
TENANCE
AUTO CLEAN UP SUPPLIES
Pine or Mint Disinfectant
Bowl Cleaners
Bowl Brushes
Bowl—Urinial Deodorants
To Churches
Wall Block Deodorants
Schools-Hospitals
Spray Room Deodorants
Institutions
Lotion Hand Soap
Govt. Agencies
Soap Dispensers
Phone Day or Night
Towel Cabinets
Paper Towels

STOVE

26-PC.
3/8" BLACK & DECKER

BLACK & DECKER
2-PIECE

DRILL KIT

JIG SAW KIT
No. 7518
r Complete with 4 Asst. Blades
,/ Rip Fence "

Model 7116

r Carrying Case

99
$ 19
VAN WYCK 3-SPEED

COLEMAN

- el"' MIXER
"

PROPANE
LANTERN

White, Harvest Gold. $8
Avocado

47
ONO

Special Discount

Model No. 425E

,

FAIRFIELD 8-PIECE
!P.4 8.57

5

SNACK SET
• 4 flates10"-Dia. •
97
v 4 Cups, 6-oz.

Model No. 5107-708
A Perfect Christmas Gift

la M.f..11, s •• II
.
,
.
,

WINDOW MAINIZMANCE
Glass Cleaners
Window Squeegees
Window Brushes

1 .„

Many Other Coleman Items to Choose From!!
•
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — Among
traditions for which Kentucky is
internationally noted is one to
which many miners owe their
lives.
For almost 20 years, the state
has produced many of the top
mine,rescue and first aid teams
in the nation.
"Since Kentucky teams were
summoned to the salt mine
disaster in Louisiana about 10
years ago," said H.N. Kirkpatrick, commissioner of the
Kentucky Department of Mines
and Minerals, "the state's
teams have often been called to
help when disaster strikes in
other states or even other
countries."
He recalled when a large
mine explosion occurred in
Mexico in 1969, the Mexican
government requested help
from Kentucky's mine rescue
teams. However, when Kirkpatrick arrived at the mine, the
178 miners had already died and
the 10 Kentucky crews on
standby were never sent.
Kirkpatrick cites the consistent championship of one of
the state's volunteer rescue and
first aid teams as the prime
example of them all. "The
Wisconsin Steel mine rescue
group at Benham won the
national mine rescue championship throughout the 1960's,"
said Kirkpatrick.
"In 1971, the old team broke
up and a new one was formed.
At its first contest, the team
finished fifth and this year, with

three years experience, they
finished second in the nation."
The first aid team from the
Pittsburg & Midway, Drake No.
3 mine placed fifth in the
national ranking of the federal
Bureau of Mines.
"Kentucky's winning teams
and the other 33 that were good
enough to compete nationally
are results of the effort and
pride the miners put into these
crews," continued Kirkpatrick.
Kirkpatrick believes the
winning tradition is the result of
pride and frequent contests
which spur that pride. "Most
other states pay their mine
rescue and first aid teams but
we don't have to," he said.
"We hold five regional contests plus a state contest every
other year when the national
contest isn't held. In fact, the
past two national contests have
been held in Louisville because
so many Kentucky people
come," he added.
During the contests, the seven
or eight men in each crew are
put through their paces in mock
[nines with mock patients. The
mine rescue teams do breathing
apparatus and work their way
through simulated fire, smoke,
water and falling roofs.
Outside the mine, the first aid
teams demonstrate their skills
in treating injured miners.
Kirkpatrick said the interest
in the rescue and first aid
contests is amazing and as
intense in some areas as the
interest in fcrotball and
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Saturday
12:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Santa will give FREE
CANDY to all Kids!!
•

Have a . . 3x5

Brand Names
basketball in other areas. "The
miners practice and practice
for these contests. Then the
families and friends of the
miners turn out for the contests
to spur them on."
The big companies are
usually very anxious to produce
winning teams, Kirkpatrick
added. These companies
usually hire full time safety
instructors to teach and train
the mines and minerals
department also has instructors
who assist the miners in safety
and rescue procedures.
"The pride and outstanding
skill these teams show is a
wonderful thing to see," said
Kirkpatrick." "It's a tradition I
hope and believe will continue
as long as we mine coal. It's a
tradition which brings pride to
the whole state."

That Santa
Suggests

Christmas
Giving

Hospital Report
December 14, 1973
NURSERY 104
ADULTS 3
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Woodrow Wilson Harper,
Route 3, Murray, Mrs. Farria
Fay Albin, Route 7, Mayfield,
Mac Daniel Duncan, Route 2,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Eva Jean
Schaffter, 34 Shady Oaks Tr.
Ct., Murray, Mrs. Wanda Iris
Higgins and Baby Boy, Route 1,
GIlbertsville, Mrs. Lana Susan
Garland and Baby Boy, 800 N.
18th Murray, Mrs. Imogene
Lamb, 1700 Dodson, Murray,
Mrs. Janice K. Treas and Baby
Girl, Route 1, Benton, T.P.
Paschall, Route 1, Puryear,
Tenn., James Elmer Brandon,
Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Deborah
Ann Settle, 900 College Cta.,
Murray, Mrs Maureen Olive
Geurin, 1611 Dodson, Murray,
Miss Marie Betty Chadwick,824
S. 4th, Murray, Mrs. Hazel
Patterson, New Concord, Mrs.
Etoille Ray,1707 Olive, Murray,
Mrs. Hilda Ruth Ward, Route 1,
Murray, Mrs. Audis Mary
Gooch, Route 4, Murray.

Just in time for

CHRISTMAS GIVING!
ake the greatest
cooking discovery
since fire!

Cooks
everything
in just about
/
1
4 the normal
cooking time!

•• 5 lb 'oast rn 35
minutes
• a hamburg*, in %
seconds
• a 20 lb turkoy
minutes par lb .$$*03 ol

•

December 17,1973
ADULTS 108
NURSERY 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Wanda Sue Spindleman
and Baby Boy, Route I, Hardin.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sondra Kay Waldrop,
Route 1, Hazel, Mrs. Kathy Lisa
Cornwell, Route 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Mary Jane Milton, Route 6,
Murray, Mrs. Edwina Bucy, E12 Fox Meadows, Murray, Mrs.
Annie Lorine Vaughn, 905
• Pogue, Murray, Mr. Jerry
Wayne Maness, Box 71, Dexter,
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Colson,
• Route 1, Dexter, Mr. Lenice
Edward Fisk, 804 N. 16th St,
Murray, Mr. George Thompson,
305 Irvan, Murray, Mr. Charlie
Thomas Rowland, 208 Elm,
Murray.

. Color Polaroid Photograph..
of Santa and Your Child For 150
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The original wind proof lighter!
$3.95
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for Men, Ladies
and Children
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Specific styles for your kind of action . . . all Italiancrafted in Bronzo or sueded leathers with Vibram or St.
Moritz traction soles. And, if your "action" is in keeping
up with the trends in style, the rugged looks of Conti,
' are today's look in boots. For action
nental Tyroleans
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Great
Gift
Idea!

Court Square

Shoe Store

THE WORLD FAMOUS ZIPPO LIGHTER
Zippo lighters make great gifts! •I he best loved lighter
in the world is tough, reliable and windproof. And
better yet, if any Zippo ever fails to work, Zippo will
fix it free. Zippo lighters tome in gold, silver and
chrome finishes to make a great gift for just about any
occasion. Give them a gift they'll remember. From
--$3-954titualx4bowne),..to,5i6OStaLsol4 gold) ..

1.-1f4t/SErt
Court Square
Murray, Ky.

JEWELERS
Murray

LOU Is. . .•HIS GIFT Of A LANE* LOVE C1113Tboyfriends
M out of 10 girls who get one from their
Lane
are married within a year — which is why the
home."
the
starts
that
gift
"The
(;het is called

Ptrotie- 704414-

NITE.FtlagS

Post Office toe 412
Tenth and Chestnut
Man ay, Kerevary 41071
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Ann Herbert
GRAND OPENING CONTINUES

Page

Square Dance Weekend Planned At State Park
from American folklore and
culture.
In its first year at this park,
the weekend will be unique in
that it is for beginners and the
square dancing to be taught will
be a combination of both the
traditional variety and the more
recent Western (or Modern)
square dance. The combination
of the two is called American
square dancing, Ed Henson,
recreation director at Lake
Cumberland, said the weekend
will be "the most corn-

The square is formed, the
music begins, the caller starts
his repertoire of calls, and a 300year-old art form, square
dancing, swings into handclapping, foot-stomping action.
This action will be repeated in
the Hospitality HalL at Lake
Cumberland State Resort park,
January 18, 19, and 20 at a
special Square Dance Weekend.
The event, sponsored by the
Kentucky Department of Parks,
will be for beginners anxious to
learn the dance inseparable

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

Crossword Puzzler
article
7 Latin contunrc
lion
8 Cut
9 Varnish ingredient
10 In music high
it Aeriform fluid
te Academic subjects
18 Goddess at
discord
20.JurylW
21 Insects
22 Renovate
23 Pertaining to
the Cloak
24 Occurrence
25 Locations
27 Kind of fabric
30 Comes back
31 More spacious

ACROSS

Cottons, Polyesters, Crepes, Satins in Gorgeous Holiday Colors and Styles!

4
9
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15
17
19
20
21
23
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
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38
39
40
42
45
46
48
49
50
51

Once around
track
Bundles
Tattered cloth
Paddle
Winged
Guido s high
note
Lubricates
Waistcoats
Woody plant
Persian fairy
Part of violin
011
Sea soldiers
Pall of eye
Paths
Six (Roman
number I
Goal
Irritated
Soak
Diphthong
Mercenary
Not one
More sac Charon*
Chimney carbon (p1)
StuOehr
Stalk
Engine
Studio
Fruit drink
Pertaining to
the navy
Girl s name
Through
Cubic meter
Things in law
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33 Reject
34 Christmas carol
36 Chemical compound
37 Gravestone
39 Heavenly body
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Callers and hosts Ed Henson
and Ken Frye will also use
"hash" calls and singing calls.
The singing call, generally
associated with traditional
square dancing, fits a dance
written for a specific melody,
while the "hash" call is for a
dance not memorized by the
dancers, but choreographed by
the caller at his discretion.
The music for the weekend
will be recorded "Square
Special" music, but live
musicians will probably perform, too.
More information can be
obtained by writing Lake
Cumberland State Resort Park,
Jamestown, Ky. 42629 or by
phoning (502) 343-3111.

As Of The First Of The Year
Working Hours: 12:30-3:00 p.m.
Must be able to lift 100 pound sacks.
Apply in the morning to Ted Delaney

_ r7 .
fa •
43 44
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'
THAT'S TCO BAD
8i./T I CAN UNDERSTAND HOW
i(OU FEEL, AND I ADMIRE
(t)t) FOR IT

IkNLIIIM.111AIMLWIMUOI

i

All display ads, classified
display
and
regular
'display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
p
;must
be submitted by 4•
.m. the day before!
tpublication.
•
Z•••••••••••••••••••
CARPET SALE all during the
month of December, Hughes
Paint Store, 401 Maple Street,
Murray, Kentucky.

Relieves
Gas Pains

tWOLII

CANCEL THAT ORDER
FOR THE TEN-THOUSAND
DOLLAR NECKLACE!!!

AFTER THE HOLICW5 AKE
OVER AND EVE/WHEN& HAG
GMETED DOWN, I'M 60iN6
TO SLUG q0U!
ef4Ialik

Chestnut St.
Phone 753-8850

"Building
A Reputation"
Service Is The Difference

$

LOANS AVAI1ABLE any type,
any where, any size, $20,000 and
up. Mr. Warren 502-368-1437.

II. Card Of Thanks
We the family of Lou Ellon
Duncan, would like to express our
thanks to each and everyone for
the kind and thoughtful acts and
for the food and flowers, during
the passing of our father, and
brother.
We also want to extend our
thanks to Dr. Hughes and Dr.
Ammons and the nurses who
helped take care of him, and to
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home. Thank you all.
The family of Lou E. Duncan.
ROBERTS REALTY wishes to
thank the people in Murray and
Csilloway County for making 1973
their best year in Real Estate.

SAMPLES AND SLIGHT IRREGULARS
VALUES FROM 5 14-Ta$18

WANTED CASHIER—Bookkeeper.
National
finance
company is looking for a temporary girl for a three month
period or more. Office is located
in downtown area. Phone 753-1414
for appointment.

THIS AREA IS POSTED.
NO kuNTING. A SECOND
OFFENSE WILL BE
R.)N15HED.

LADY OR couple to live with
elderly lady. Phone 436-5890 or
436-5875.

BEATLE BAILEY
I REMARKABLE WHAT
/OA& G1RL6' FIGURE9
CAN DO F-OR OLD
ME4 FIGURE

WANTED MATURE woman to
keep school age children in my
home 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Saturday and afternoons begin at
2:30, from January 2 to April 16.
Light housework. Must furnish
and
own
transportation
references. Phone 753-6251.
FULL OR part time—Electrolux
now open for sales and service
personnel—be smart and start SUMS. 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
ne Paducah 443-6469. Equal
opportunity employer.

4
4

WANTED HANDY man to pick
up a few extra hours before
Christmas around motel. Apply
at Regal 8 Inn.

NANCY

1
I

I SAID
"HIGH STOOL'
STUDENT

CLASS
38

*Slo

;SC - 2o

LK ABNER
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AQUARIUM —
YOUR MONEY ESACK IF
WE HAVE_NT EVER'/ TYPE.
OF WEIRD FISH ON EARTH.
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Carroll VW

OPENINGS AVAILABLE for
children ages 3-5. ABC Play
\MIMW11101\Wild School, Phone 7534807 or 7538905.

WELL HERE'S
rrt FOR OUR BEST SELLEIZ
A
'THE PASSiONS
GFT
CF

I DON'T BELIEVE YOU-YOU SAID SLUGGO 16 A
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT
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103 N. 4th

BLONDIE

Pastels, Darts, Mylars, Lurex, Denim-Looks, Many More!

•

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
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Callo$
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Ledger & Times
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St. Tropez Swirls, Pleats, Bias Cuts, Gores, Patterns, Solids, Plaids,
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tPart-Time Help Neededt
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Fifty basics of American
square dancing will be taught
beginners at Lake Cumberland
but the sectional flavor will be
preserved. Figures used for
performing the basics will be
the vigorous and energetic
dancing
double-couple
especially identified with
square dancing found in Kentucky, Tennessee and the
Carolinas.

0

li •

DOWN

today.

18

%
20
21

prehensive and far-reaching
program for square dance
beginners ever attempted."
Traditional square dancing
developed from the French
"quadrille,"
brought
to
America by the Pilgrims. The
rigid formality of the quadrille
met with the personality of each
part of the country—the
raucous Southerner, the
restrained New Englander—to
become what we know today as
the
square
dance
(or
"hoedown" as it is called in the
South).
In the 1940's, square dancing
experienced a rejuvenation,
and the same period saw an
introduction from the Western
part of the country of new
basics that broke down, in part,
the sectional nature of square
dancing.
The revival was in answer to
a need for entertainment for the
soldiers during World War II,
while the move from a sectional
dance to a national square
dance was caused by a fasterpaced society that tended to
remove sectional barriers and
differences. This Western
square dancing, now called
Modern, is the predominate
type of square dancing found

tThk

`,40'14Aii.1"tGOT ONE.
THAT
EATS
LUMPS0'
SUGAR!!

Employing everyone
is called impossible
Putting to work all persons
now unemployed is impossible, according to Dr. Geoffrey
Moore, commissioner of the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Testifying before the Joint
Economic Committee of Congress, he pointed out that, of
the 4.8 million persons listed
as unemployed during September, a major portion were
out of work of their own volltion. While 1.7 million of the
September unemployed had
actually lost their jobs, anO09a8lIY4Ay quit.
— CNS _
APPLIANCE '
COSTS
The Association of Home
Appliance
Api
e Mt inufacturie
t takes
ess
rs
points
that
than half as many hours of
work to "earn" a new appliance today as it did in 1955. —
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64 Help Wanted

46. Homes ForA'
ar 49. UsetallialliM
or Income 1968 BUICK Special, four door,?:
HOME
BARGAIN
MOBILE HOMES underpenned. PIANO TUNING, repair and
1111.11.11111111110111111111111 Phone
for sale, Predominately Black. Rental property, five bedrooms Good on oil and gas mileage,:
rebuilding. Prompt service.
753-3938 or 753-5461.
OFFICE POSITION
Phone 753-0182.
and full basement on corner lot automatic, $900.00. Phone 767Rebuilt piano for sale. Ben Dyer
Credit & Operating
for $15,000 if sold this month. See 4406.
7538911.
BOXER
PUPS,
ARC
registered,
60 AMP trailer pole, $75.00. Sears
Assistant
1700 Miller then call Owner at
fawn with white. Phone Paris, at
1 HP multi-stage pump and all
Female
May finance at bank 1957 CHEVROLET. Excellent
753-9773.
Record
CLEARANCE SALE G E
Tennessee 901-642-9142.
accessories, $150.00. Used five Players .
down
Goodyear service store
with
rate
condition, will sacrifice. Phone
FOUR 2 year old male beagle payment, or reasonable
Reg. Sale
months. Call collect 615-387-2497.
has a permanent position
will consider trade
753-8892
Price
Price
hounds.
Good
gun
dogs.
Phone
Model
for a Credit & Operating
for Mobile Home, car, truck, p.m. between 5:00 and 7:00
$18.95 $16.88
V-211
753-5869.
Assistant. Excellent salary
tractor or other personal
PHOTOGRAPHY - WED- V-639
$34.95 VA.
$55.95 $44.83
paid weekly. Applicant
property.
V-936
three
MALE
DACHSHUND,
DINGS, anniversaries, children's
FORD GALAXIE-1964, $250.00.
859.95 847_88
946
must have high school
years old, red. Also 8 week old
photos. Phone Craig D'Angelo
Phone
753-5447 after 5.00 p.m.
$79.95 $59.88
T-361
DOUBLE
WIDE
mobile
home
on
education and successful
Phone
boxer, shots and wormed.
435-4611 after 6:00 p.m.
ROBY SALES
large
lot at Panorama Shores,
work experience in Credit.
HIGHWAY 68 BENTON, KY
753.0330 after 5:00 p.m..
completely furnished and offers 51. Services Offered
Goodyear benefits inMOTORCYCLE sitting up during
clude paid vacations, free
MINIATURE POODLE,12 weeks 1200 square feet of living area. LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
-winter months? Why not make it FIVE PIECE Rogers drum set.
hospitalization and inold. Would make nice Christmas MOFFITT REALTY, 753-3597. Having
look.100 per cent better and worth Phone 753-4746.
trouble getting those
surance plus a pension
more for summer with a custom
gift. Phone 436-5573.
jobs done? Call L4riest
small
IMMACULATE
THREE
program. Reply in person
between
paint job. Phone 753-3677
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
bedroom brick, central heat and White, 753-0805.
to the Goodyear Service
8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
ALASKAN MALAMUTE and air. Fenced-landscaped yard.
Store, S. 12th & Glendale,
Piano Company, across from
German shepherd puppies. Make Robertson school district. BLUE GRASS Builders. Year
Murray,Ky. No phone calls
Post Office, Paris, Tennessee.
wonderful pets and good guard Financing available.
end special-2 car garage, as low
please.
0:417.41:4370741:0111,
dogs. 753-9390.
Four bedroom,two bath frame, as $1895.00. Aluminum siding or
PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00.
Roy Byrd,
one acre lot, north of Murray, additions. For the price, you
Lonardo Piano Company, across
Store &tanager
MYNA BIRD, about 21
/
2 years $14,000.00.
"NEAR ANY NOISES LIKE THE
can't afford to wait. Phone
For Sale from
Post Office, Paris, Tenold. Talks some. Phone 753-4338. Wilson Real Estate 753-3263. Mayfield collect 247-7672.
5ANGING ON RADIATOR'!
nessee.
Loretta Jobs -753-6079, Ron
Stained and leaded glass
L.4
Pea-435-5792, Wayne Wilson- ROY HARMON'S Carpenter shop
11 Mobile Home Ren umiv
,ARC REGISTERED Doberman 753-5086.
4
lamp shades for sale. No
MUSIC LESSONS: Band in(old ice plant). Complete
Pinscher pups. For information
plastic. Can be seen at
WANTED PART time ward
struments, piano, guitar,
remodeling and repairs,
10'
x
40'
FURNISHED
trailer,
all
call
492_8491
after
5
p.m,
clerk; full time orderly; weekend
Wallis Stained Glass
beginning violins, Experienced IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
cabinets, paneling, doors, forelectric,
water
furnished.
No
or
Income
pharmacy clerk; full time
Route I, Murray or call 489BARGAIN
HOME
teachers with masters degree. remove spots as they appear with
mica work, finish carpentry,
pets.
Couple or man only. $75.00
maintenance worker, some
2613.
Rental property, five bedrooms contracting. Phone 753-4124 or
Phone 753-1470.
Blue Lustre. Rent Electric per month.
Phone
753-1203.
knowledge of carpentry or
and full basement on corner lot 753-0790 nights.
shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belatre
OPENING
electricity preferred. Contact
for $15,000 is sold this month. See
Shopping Center.
personnel office at Murrayat 1700 Miller then call Owner at SEAMLESS GUTTERS, baked
753-9773 May finance at bank on enamel finish, guaranteed 3e
Calloway County Hospital. An
ARADISE
ROOM
furnished
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 20' and THREE
rate with reasonable down years. For free detailed estimate
equal opportunity employer.
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South treated fence posts. Murray Apartment, also two bedroom
payment, or will consider trade phone Atkins Gutter service,
KENNELS for
MAYTAG WASHER and dryer, 13th Street. "Every day you Lumber Company, 104 Maple trailers. Phone 753-4017.
Mobile Home, car, Truck, Murray 7534407 or 753-8992.
way."
their
have
bugs
1
year
lets
delay
avocado, approximately
Street.
Professional grooming by
tractor, or other personal
EMPTY HOURS, Empty Purse, old. Good condition. $200.00 or
SMALL APARTMENT. Electric
Barbara Snyder
property.
Avon can help fill both. Start an best offer. Phone 753-1414 before
BIBLES
heat. Married couple only.
RESTORED
and
GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies

11111111111111111111111

11111111111104111=

Avon business of your own by 5:00 p.m.
calling or writing Mrs. Glenda
FIREPLACE WOOD. Phone 753Dyke, Box 3247, Paducah KenSPECIAL-SPECIAL-SpeciaL
JUST LIKE new Sears Coldspot 4147, or 436-2390.
tucky, 443-3366.
19" color TV sets, new, 199.95.
refrigerator-freezer, 17.1 cubic
Roby Sales, Benton Kentucky
foot, automatic ice maker, CROCHETED ANIMALS and
42071.
reversable doors. Still in dolls. Give that special child a
warranty. Avocado green. Owner special gift. Phone 753-4474.
'CLEM:LANCE"
- Sale G.E. portable Cassette Yeoorder players.
moving. $150.00. Phone 753-2715
INSURANCE: NEW mobile
LAST"
r no Friday night or Saturday SHOE MART, going out of WHILE THEY
Reg Sale
home coverage to qualified risk,
calls.)
Price Price
business sale. Lathes Shoes. All Model
with or without deductible, low
$29.95 $25,88
M-8433
rates, excellent claim service. REFRIGERATOR-Hotpoint, 12 lathes shoes going at less than M-8415
$3996 $29.88
cost!!
Casual-dress
summerthink
of
don't
$42.95 $35.88
M-8445
When you see me,
cubic foot, $25.00. G.E. electric winter. Nothing over $8.00. Shoe M-8450
$44.95 $32.88
insurance, but when you think of
range, 40", four burner, 3 Mart, 13th &Main,open 9:30 a.m. M-8455
$51.95 $39.99
insurance see me. Harding
$5995 $47.86
M-8460
drawer, $50.00. Both in good
Galloway Insurance & Realty, condition. Phone 436-5340 after - 5:00 p.m.
ROBY SALES
BENTON
KY.,
68
HIGHWAY
phone 753-6842.
5:00 p.m. weekedays.
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone
DESIRABLE MOBILE Home lot,
4333251
14. Wan;To Buy
$20.00 per month. Water and
included,
pickup
garbage
POLAROID CAMERA, like new,
FIREWOOD-cut to order.
case and other Lakeway Mobile Home Court.
with
carrying
Phone 436-2382 or 753-5145.
753-8216 after 5:00 p.m.
extras. Phone 753-0490.
the old ice plant building.
a
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far •
• South 4th St. Murray, Ky. •
•SAMPLE LINE toys and knick ,
away! Let Avon help you make •
•
Commercial-Carpet
•knacks, 15 to 50 Per rent off, HOUSE TRAILER, 12' x 65', one
holiday money. As an Avon •
$3.99 sq. yd. Installed
TuesdaY and Wednesday, Phone year old. Phone 753-5717
Representative, you can earn •
Kitchen Print
t 753-0224.
extra cash-and it's easy and ••
64.99 sq. yd. Installed
•
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke,
Truck load every week
can be MOBILE HOME, 10'x50, two
•
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky.
•CARPETS ANT) life too
• No job too small or too •beautiful if you use Blue Lustre. bedrooms. Priced $2,400.00 or
42001, 443-3366.
•
:
4 Rent electric shampooer $1.00. best offer. Phone 753-0518, Fox
•
•
111rif
Westun Auto, home of "Wishing Meadows.
WANT 1'0 BUY young Hamp,..
Well Gift Shop."
•
s
shire boar. Phone 753-2817.

•
• Discount
•
Center
:Carpet
•
• (in

WANT TO BUY hay. Phone KIRBY VACUUM (Christmas
George Shoemaker, Route 2, Special),receive free hose and
Hazel, 436-5898.
attachments with the purchase of
a new Kirby upright through Dec.
UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS Gift for 31. Save $40.00. Phone 753-0359,
that special person. Pen and ink ask for Mike Hutchins, Bob
portrait, no sitting involved. Bryar, Hollis Clark, Lloyd Buller,
Priced for anyone's budget. or stop by and see a new or
Phone 436-2107 after 5:00 p.m. rebuilt at 500 Maple Street.
FIREWOOD CUSTOM
delivered. Phone 436-2353.

cut

litiOrts

BOY'S BICYCLE, high handle
AFGHANS,
CROCHETED
bars, chrome fenders, banana
baby's and large. Barbie doll seat, 20" wheel,$30.00. Phone 753dresses, capes, shorts and tops. 2387.
Phone 753-11882after 6:00 p.m.

THREE USED wrist watches.
Contact Marion T. McCarthy at
the National Hotel.

MUST SELL pontoon boat for
pleasure boat, duck blind or boat
docks. $375.00. Phone 753-9349.

22. Musical

LUDWIG DRUM set, blue tinted
FIREWOOD FOR Sale, Call 763- clear. New condition, but much
cheaper. Phone 753-7832.
4147 or 489-2417.

everyone
impossible

THE MEN'S STORE
• Try Murray First and Come On Out
.•
to The Men's Store at 5 Points
EVERYTHING IS ON SALE
* ALL MEN'S WEAR * TIES - BILLFOLDS'.
* GIFT ITEMS * COATS - SLACKS -SHIRTS

rk all persons
xi is impossio Dr. Geoffrey
tsioner of the
Labor Statis-

fore the Joint
rnittee of Consd out that, of
persons listed
during Sepportion were
heir own volimillion of the
mployed had
ieir jobs, an_
d.sirrOy.quit.

7/1417VVIrli-Stirglitlilir17121TVIrtilnir

BLUE MARLIN CLUB
Dance To The Sound of Country Music
'
'Itt: CHIUSTMAS WEEK *-'
Band Every Night
Special Dec. 24, 25 & Jan. 1
For Reservations Call 642-9804
ITITVVIZVTIVIrSrIttniZarrifIrrlilr

!E COST'S
ion of Home
anufacturers
it takes less
iany hours of
a new applidid in 1956. -

4

,'Sates

$50.00
per month. M.G. Richardson, 407
S. 8th Street.

years experience ia pet
and show grooming
Pick up and delivery a
your door.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
electric heat, one or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street, 7536609.

repaired. United
Charity,
Mayfield Kentucky, P.O. Box 511,
Phone 247-3215.

2

753-4106

111111111111111111111

NEATLY FURNISHED one or
two bedroom apartment. May be FRESH FLORIDA oranges, $4.50
seen at Kelly's Pest Control, a box or 50 cents a dozen.
located 100 South 13th Street.
Tangerines and naval oranges,

FOR RENT

FOR SALE
Brick home on large lot, 90' x
315', back yard fully fenced,
at 809 Olive St near Middle
School, college and shopping
center. 6 bedroom, 2' baths,
large den and kitchen, formal living room & dining
room
Full
basement
finished for play room and
kitchen Basement wall 10"
poured concrete Outside
entrance. Steel I beam substructure, gas &electric heat
and air conditioning. Plaster
interior. Must see to
appreciate - Immediate
possession.
Ralph McCuiston-753-4417
walls

all kinds of apples and nuts. Open
Christmas Eve. Gallimore's
.ffru
, it Stand, Hazel, Kentucky.

GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
seamless gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.
SIGNS PAINTED Phone 436-2107
after 5:00 p.m.
JERRY'S

REFINISHING
furniture,
south oolirfnMBuilurrat
8.mael
641.
ee Jerry McCoy owner, 492-8837.
COMPLETE RADIATOR service
150 ACRES located southeast of and heater repair. Sholar Auto SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
hour
Murray, mostly timber bet about Repair, 209 South 7th Street. Electric
offers
24
emergency service for well
60 acres tillable, partially fenced. Phone 753-1751
MOFFITT REALTY, 753-3597.
pumps, plumbing and electrical
problems. Phone 753-5543.
GUY SPANN REALTY for all
your needs. We handle all types DATSUN-1972, vinyl top, Elio,
of Real Estate. We need listings. tory air, 26,000 miles Minor body WILL GLAZE and simonize any
Phone 753-7724, 901 Sycamore, work needed. $1925.00. 753-8252 car. Reasonable. Phone 753-9429

Nice furnished
2 bedroom apartment
for college students.

49.Ilmar4olkitucb&A

Phone 753-5865
or 753-5108

Murray.
SLEEPING ROOMS,_ electric
entrance,
Private
heat,
refrigerator, Zimmerman
Apartments, S. 16th Street.
Phone 753-6609.

with B C CONSTRUCTION, Complete
VOLKSWAGEN-1964,
radio Phone 753-7856 or after basements, ready to live in if
patios,
5:00 p.m. 436-2147
garages,
wanted,
230ACRES sowed and fenced, 70
sidewalks, retaining walls
VOLKSWAGEN-1965 Beetle, driveways, etc. Also backhoe
tillable, 1215.00 per acre.
25 acres, three bedroom brick, price $600.00. Phone 753-6955.
work. Call 437-4734 or 437.4765.
2/
1
4 baths, family room with
fireplace, 7 miles south.
Wilson Real Estate 753-3283.
Loretta Jobs-753-6079, Ron
Pea-435-5792, Wayne Wilson 7535086.

111111111111111111111

TRUCK LOAD TIRE SALE. Williethey last, custom premium 78 MOBILE HOME furnished or
polyester 4 ply white walL Road unfurnished. $125.00 per month FURNISHED ROOM for men or
hazard and defective material plus deposit. Phone 753-9961.
women. Kitchen facilities. $70.00
guaranteed.
per month including utilities. One
E78x14" or 15-$14 82 + $2.22
,sale,
or
block from campus. Available
F78x14" or 15-415.39 + $2.37 MOBILE HOME for rent
G78x14" or 15"-$16.36 + $1.80 12' x 60', two bedrooms, set up immediately. 7534832.
1178x14" or 15-317.51 4- 23.01 and underpenned at Riviera
$3.01. Courts. Rent
.I78x- or 15-418.11
$125.00 Per month 111111111
TWO FARMS. Phone 435-3173.
L78x- or 15"-$18.88 + $3.31.
11111111.111
plus deposit. Phone 753-9961.
premiurn
2+2
fiberglass
Custom
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
belted 78 series, white wall. Rood
hazard and defective material HOUSE TRAILER for rent or house, large living room, electric
.guaranteed.
bedrooms, heat, 522 Shady Lane, $85.00.
E78al4' or 15"--$15.51 + $2.31 sale. 10' x 55' two
ON LARGE lot. 14 miles from
17711x14" or 15"-$16.12 + $150 electric heat, gas cook stove Phone 753-1962 days, 753-5896 Murray on 94 East, we have a
G78x14" or 15"-$17.26 + $2.73 Water furnished. $75.00 per nights,
three bedroom brick for only
H78x14" or 15"-$18.90 + $2.80 month or take over payments. /
1
4
L78- or 15" - $19.60 + $3-31
$20,000. Phone ROBERTS
Highway
city
limits
on
mile
from
Wide 70 series white wall 2+2 fibREALTY 12th & Sycamore, 753vestock • Supplies
erglass belted or nylon. Road haz- 121. Phone 753-7143.
1651
ard and defective material guarEAR CORN. Jap seed. Also
nteed.
pigs.
F70x14" or 15"--$17.50 + $2.61 8' x 40"TWO bedroom mobile registered yorkshire feeder
TWO BEDROOM house i
G70x14" or 15-418.54 + $2.118 home,large lot. $45.00 per month. Phone 435-3173.
Kirksey. Call 527-7878.
H70x14" or 15-$19.80 + $3.09 Phone 489-2595.
Wide 60 series raised white letters. Road hazard and defective
materials guaranteed.
G60x14" or 15"-$19.13 + $2.89 WE WILL have two to three
L60x14" or 15"-423.52 + $3.49 trailers for rent after this
Mud and snow tires, white wall,
Road hazard and defective ma- semester. We prefer college
753-5434
terial guaranteed.
students-boys.Phone 753-1551 or
F78x14" or 15"-$14.41 + 22.53 753-2930. Dill's Trailer Court,
G78x14" or 15"-$15.13 + $2.60
Theatre
H78x14" or 15"-$16.17 + $2.73 located Murray Drive In
1.78x14" or 15"-$17.18 + $3.13 entrance.
Steel belted radial ply tires. Road
liazard and defective materials
1972 MOBILE Home, 12' x 65',
guaranteed.
FR70x14" or 15"-$34.70 + 62.88 central heat and air, 2 full baths,
GR70x14" or 15"-$36.31 + $3.08 completely carpeted. Located in
HR70x14" or 15"-$37.50 + $3.33
LR70x14" or 15"-$39.47 + $3.70 Murray. For Sale or rent. Phone
Truck tires. Road hazard and de- 753-0435 after 6:00 p.m p
fective material guaranteed. Hopkinsville 886-6382.
Highway tread.
670x15-8 Ply - $13.37 + $2.40
700,05-6 ply - $16.55 + $2.80 NEW TWO bedroom mobile
750x16--8 ply - $20.48 + 23.09 home, all electric, carpeted,
Fresh Coconut, Jam, Prune, Carrot,
Truck tires, tortion type. Road $50.00 deposit. $125.00 per month.
hazard and defective material
Chocolate, Red Velvet
Water furnished. Phone 753-2377.
guaranteed.
670x15-6 ply - $17.63 +
700x15-6 ply - $18.93 + $3.33 NEW 12' x 50' two bedroom
750x16-8 ply - $25.78 + $4.12 mobile home, all electric, carROBY SALES, Highway 68
peted. No pets. Water furnished.
Benton. Ky.
Fruit - Cream - Pecan
950.00 deposit, $125.00 per month.
WOOD FOR sale also will buy s phone 753.8921.
.11,inomeat
static-rink tiMber.
7534l47
489-2417.
Alt* Delicious Butterfiake Rollsimait
COACH ESTATES and Fox
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue Meadows Mobile Home Parks,
Lustre for cleaning carpets? It's South 16th Street. Residential
super! Rent electric shampooer area, natural gas hook ups
$1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five available. Spaces from $27 50.
Phone 753-3856.
Points.

ippolima

SAMMON'S BAKERY
PLEASE ORDER
IN ADVANCE

The

COLLEGE
SHOP
Students Gone Home,
Plenty of Free Parking!
Good Selection of
Gift Items
* COLOGNES
* BILLFOLDS
* SWEATER VESTS
* TURTLE NECKS
Check with us for gifts for any of
your hard-to-please men!

For

Your Holiday Dinners
14* CAK ES oft

littold) I E Sot*

11.

Open Christmas Eve --

Great Selection of Long
Sleeve Dress Shirts
•

The

College
Shop
214 N. 15th St
753-3042
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Graduates ...

Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Maggie Hart
Dies This Morning
Mrs. Maggie Mae Taylor
Hart, formerly of Murray, died
this morning at six a.m. at a
nursing home in Detroit, Mich.
She was 91 years of age.
The former Murray woman
was the wife of John A. Hart
who died in 1948.
•
Survivors are one brother,
Boyce H. Taylor of Highland
Park, Mich., and four nephews,
Austelle Crouse of Murray
Route One, Z.B. and Maurice
Crouse, both of Murray Route
Two, and Laverne Crouse of
Murray Route Five.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete; but the body is
being returned to the Max
Churchill Funeral Home,
Murray.

Services Are Held
At Church For
H. J. Fenton III

Elmus Parrish's
Funeral Rites
Being Held Today

Funeral services for Elmus
Frank Peer, manager of the
Parrish of Murray Route Three
Glove Company, Murray,
Sager
two
at
today
are being held
p.m. at the chapel of the died this morning at 2:45 at the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Home with Rev. John Chur- Memphis, Tenn., where he had
been a patient since November
chwell officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are 17 when he was transferred
Bill Warren, Edgar Brown, from the Murray-Calloway
James Tipton, Dee Lamb, Jerry County Hospital. He had enHopkins, and Edward Lee. tered the local-- hospital on
Burial will be in the Palestine November 12.
The Murray man had been
Cemetery.
Mr. Parrish, age 72, died manager of the Sager Company
Tuesday at 11:15 a.m. at the since it started operation in the
Benton Municipal Hospital. He building on South Fourth Street,
was a member of the Palestine Murray, in 1966. Peer had been
United Methodist Church and of with the Sager Company for
MurrayLodge No. 105 Free and about 27 years with his service
Accepted Masons. Masonic prior to this at Gilman, Ill.
Mr. Peer,age 64, and his wife,
rites were held at the cfurieral
home at seven p.m. Wednesday. Mrs. Ruby Price Peer, who was
The deceased was employed also employed at the local plant,
in Detroit, Mich., until his were married in May 1932.
retirement nine years ago when Their residence is at 1613
he moved back to his former Magnolia Drive, Murray. He
Bernard L. Rowland of Almo
home,Calloway County. He was was a member of the United
Route One died Wednesday at
the son of the late William and Methodist Church in Ludlow,
five p.m. He was stricken W at
Josephine Jones Parrish.
home and was pronounced dead
Survivors in addition to his
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
on arrival at the Murray—
Margaret R. Parrish, Murray wife are one daughter, Mrs.
Calloway County Hospital.
Route Three; three sons, Dale Dwane ( Patricia) Scharp, and
The deceased age 78, was a
Parrish of Warren, Mich., two grandchildren, Kim and
retired carpenter, veteran of
Norman Parrish of Dearborn Kerry Scharp, Kankakee, Ill.;
World War I, and a member of
Mich., and George two sisters, Mrs. Virgil
Heights,
the American Legion.
of
Charlton
Parrish of Chicago, Ill.; two (Florence)
Born July 23, 1895, in
stepdaughters, Mrs. Shirley Champaign, Ill., and Mrs. E.E.
Calloway County, he was the
of
Drennan
Dye of Garden City, Mich., and (Marjorie)
son of the late Lemuel Rowland
Ricelake, Wisconsin; two
Mrs.
Gene
(Peggy)
Westerfield
and Mary Apperson Rowland. Federal State Market News
of Lavonia, Mich.; one brother, brothers, Robert Peer of
He and his wife, Mrs. Ople Service December 20, 1973
Willie G. Parrish of Murray Miami, Fla., and William Peer
Lamb Rowland, who survives, Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Route
Three; eight grand- of Champaign, Ill. One sister,
were married October 7, 1928. Market Report Includes 9
Miss Mary Elizabeth Peer, is
children.
two
are
his
wife;
Survivors
Buying Stations
deceased.
Mrs.
Ralph Receipts: Act, 1207 Est. 400
daughters,
Funeral services will be held
(Maureen) Ragsdale of Almo Barrows and Gilts steady Sows
Sunday at two p.m. at the Reilly
One
and
Mrs.
Bernice
Route
steady
Funeral Home, Gilman, Ill..
Lee McClure of Toledo, Ohio; US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 42.00-42.50
Burial will be in a cemetery in
two sisters, Mrs. Ralph(Mamie US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 41.50-42.00
Ludlow, Ill. Friends may call at
Route
Alino
of
Nell) Evans
US 2-4 240-260
;
,9
0.25-41
the Reilly Funeral Home,
One and Mrs. Kenton (Virginia) US 3-4 260-230
1
1c
5
Gilman, on Saturday.
Woodall of Dexter Route One; Sows
four brothers, Gatlin Rowland US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 31.50-32.50
Joe Jones of Hazel died at
of Newport, Ark., Harry and US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 30.50-31.50 three p.m. Wednesday at the
Reuben Rowland, both of Alrno few 32.00
Murray-Calloway County
Route One, and Edgar Rowland
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 29.50-30.50 Hospital. His death at the age of
of Murray; six grandchildren;
62 followed an extended illness.
Boars 24.50-26.50
nine great grandchildren.
The deceased, a former
BAKE — CRAFT SALE
The . funeral has been
employee of the MurrayThe Murray —Calloway Calloway County Hospital, was
scheduled for two p.m.
Ozark Air Lines at Paducah's
Saturday at the chapel of the County Jaycettes will have a a member of the Hazel Baptist
Blalock-Coleman Funeral bake and craft sale in front of (hurch. Born March 23, 1911, in Barkley Field may reduce daily
Home. Burial will be in the Roses in the Central Shopping Benton County, Tenn., he was flight service by four flights
Martin's ChaPel. COnietery. Center on Saturday, December the son of the late Henry Jones after Jan. 7 because of the fuel
shortage, according to Kenneth
funeral 22, starting at ten a.m. and Lola Humphrey Jones.
Friends may call at
hoime after four p.m. today Proceeds will go to the Senior
He is survived by his wife, Allen, manager of the airline's
Citizens.
(Thursday).
Mrs. Charlotte Moore Jones of air freight service here at
Hazel; two daughters, Mrs. Paducah.
Allen said no general
Nobel ( Jane) Knight of Murray
and Mrs. Dan (Zane) Taylor of schedule has been issued by the
Fulton; four sisters, Mrs. Tolly St. Louis based airline, but that
Orr of Murray, Mrs. Eva "in all probability, we will cut
Paschall and Mrs. Glen Ed flight service at Paducah to six
Paschall, both of Puryear, flights daily," said Allen. Ozark
by
Tenn., and Mrs. T. C. Valentine now operates 10 flights daily at
of Hazel; one brother, Bailey Barkley Field.
According to information
Jones of Paris, Tenn.; three
received within the past 24
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held hours by Allen-information
Friday at two p.m. at the Hazel subject to change-four flights
Baptist Church with Rev. daily will go to St. Louis, and
James Garland, Rev. Paul one each to Louisville and
Dailey, Sr. and Dr. H. F. Nashville. "There also will be
direct service daily to InPaschall officiating.
Active pallbearers will be dianapolis and Milwaukee,"
Thomas Ed Paschall, Charles said Allen.
Allen also said there would be
Richard Valentine, Jerry Jones,
Lindsey Paschall, Richard a 10 per cent reduction in
Traditional 3-fold wallet restyled for the young man of
Latimer, Wilmore Latimer, personnel locally. "I have only
today. Extra large compartment for currency and papers.
Ray Latimer, and Ralph about 15 employees including
Three cord pockets, plus vinyl window strip for displaying
Latimer. Honorary pallbearers maintenance personnel, and
16 cards and photos. Cameo 3-folds are crafted in fine
veil! be Bud Myers, Barney this will affect only one perloathor .
block, brown or olive.
Paschall, Leon Hendricks, Joe son," Allen said.
Allen said more exact inAdams, Calvin Key, and Clerris
formation is expected on flights
Wilson.
Interment will be in the South near the end of the week.
Ozark Air Lines already has
Pleasant Grove Cemetery with
the arrangements by the Miller sent furlough notices to about
Funeral Home of Hazel where 300 employes. A spokesman for
the airline in St. Louis said
friends may call.
Tuesday that some workers
already have been laid off with
the remainder to leave their
jobs after Jan. 1.

Bernard L Rowland
Dies Wednesday;
Rites Are Saturday

WASHINGTON (AP) — John
M. Doar, a former assistant attorney general, was named today to head the House
Judiciary Committee staff conducting an investigation of
grounds for the possible impeachment of President Nixon.

The funeral for Harry Joseph
Fenton III was held this morning at ten o'clock at St. Leo's
Catholic Church with Rev.
Martin Mattingly officiating.
Pallbearers were Joe Resig,
Tommy Resig, Danny Futrell,
David Parker, Ken Mott, and
Bill Pinkston. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery with the
arrangements by the
J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Fenton, age 18, died
Tuesday at 1:40 a.m. from injuries sustained in a motorcycle-truck collision on Interstate 40 at Knoxville, Tenn.
He had been visiting his
grandparents in 'Charlotte,
N.C., and was enroute home at
the time of the accident.
He is survived by his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Fenton of
Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
Matt (Frances) Haug of Des
Loge, Mo., Misses Becky and
Kathy Fenton, both of Murray;
two brothers, Ed Fenton, Jr.,
and Jimmy Fenton, both of
Murray; grandparents, Harry
Fenton, Sr., of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. E.F. Call of Charlotte,
N.C.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Joe Jones Dies At
Murray Hospital;
Funeral Is Friday

Ozark Airlines
To Cut Flights
From Paducah

Three-fold Wallet

CAMEO

Visit The

Holiday Room
December 17 thru 21st
Patrons may register for a $50.00 savings account and receive a FREE calendar with pictures, commissioned by James Harris, depicting the happenings and life styles in Murray
and Calloway County at the turn of the century.

Stock Aferiet

PFC. GERALD RAY DUNN,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer R.
Dunn of Mouton, Calif., is
visiting relatives and friends,
In Murray and Calloway
County. He is the grandson of
Mrs. Grace Wilcox and the late
Herbert W. Wilcox and of the
late Rev. and Mrs. K.G. Dunn.
Dunn entered the Army in
August 1972 and is now
stationed with A Btry., 1st
Battalion 36th FA, Augsburg,
Germany.

LOS ANGELES(AP) — Bobby Darin, whose all-time hit
"Mack the Knife" sold two million copies and shot him to the
top of the rock 'n' roll era of a
decade ago, died today at 37.
He had undergone open heart
surgery Wednesday.
Spokesman David Gershenson
said Darth died about 12:15
a.m. PST in the intensive care
ward of Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital, where he had undergone the six-hour operation.
Darin had a history of heart
trouble dating back to his boyhood days in the Bronx section
of New York City when he suffered from rheumatic fever.
Darin, who only recently had
recovered from a popularity
slide which cost him billings in
Las Vegas and television appearances, had been admitted
to the hospital eight days ago.
An examination showed that
one of two artificial valves inserted in his heart in 1971 was
not functioning properly, Gershenson said, necessitating
Wednesday's surgery.
The brash, ambitious Darin
once vowed publicly that he
would become a legend before
he was 25. And he almost made

By the age of 24, he was
playing the country's top night
spots, had signed $2 million
worth of movie contracts and
had married his leading lady,
Sandra Dee.
aggressiveness
Darin's
stemmed from his early years
of struggle in the Bronx section
of New York. He was born Walden Robert Cassotto on May 14,
1936, and he grew up a skinny,
sickly kid in a tough neighborhood. His father, whom he described as a small-time gangster, died before he was born.
His mother lived on welfare.
He learned to play the drums
and was further toughened by
appealing in the rugged show
business schooling of summer
camps in the Catskills. Bitter
and disillusioned, he sought escape from the drab city life by
writing songs. He showed them
to a young publisher, Donnie
Kirschner, and his career began.
Picking the name of Darin
out of the telephone book, he
began recording on the Decca
label with little success. Then
in May of 1958 he made the
record "Splish Splahs," a song
he said he wrote in 12 minutes.
The record sold 100,000 copies
in three weeks and established
Darin as a teen-age idol.
A recording of Kurt Weill's
"Mack the Knife," based large
ly on an earlier interpretation
by Louis Armstrong, sold two
million copies and established
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Darin as a top star.
The Bluegrass and Louisville
Comedian George Burns
Automobile Clubs report that 21 adopted Darin as a protege and
per cent of the service stations the pair appeared together in
along major state roads will be Las Vegas and on television.
open this Sunday, 93 per cent Darin's first movie was "Come
on Monday, but only 15 per September," in which he
cent on Christmas day.
played opposite Sandra Dee.
The figure is down 10 per They eloped in December 1960.
cent from the clubs' survey of
A son, Dodd, was born in 1962.
a week ago.
During the New Year's weekend, 22.per cent of the stations
will be in buiness on Sunday,
Dec 20, 96 per cent will be
open Monday, and 70 per cent
will be selling on New. Year's
Pv
---in fiveat-yezr
- The surveys reporlet no
thece weft-- nearly
gasoline shortages at present,
170,000 veterans in on-job
and a significant number of
training program.
stations predicted a small surThis compares with 150,000
plus by the end of the month,
in FY 1971 and is nine times
based on a decrease in out-ofthe total in FY 1968. — CNS
state traffic.

15 Per Cent Of
Stations To Be
Open Christmas

Airco
Am. Motors
Ashland Oil
A.T. &T.
Boise CA.:wade
Boise Cascade
Gen. Motors
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Western Union

161
/
2
8%
23 +1
/
2
5074 +%
1414 14
1414 -/
1
2
45% +%
151
/
2 +1
/
2
20% -/
1
2
20 —%
281
/
2 UNC
6% UNC
13% +17*

In the mid-1960s his career
began to run down. So did his
marriage to Sandra Dee; they
were divorced in 1967.
Six months ago Darin married Andrea Joy Yeager, a legal secretary.
By 1970, Darin had changed
his professional name to Bob
and was peppering his night
club act with anti-war remarks.
His career declined further, but
a year ago he staged a comeback and was once again making television appearances and
headlining in Las Vegas.
Funeral arrangements were
pending.

Doar, 5/, a Republican, was
appointed to the Justice Department by President Dwight
D. Eisenhower in 1960 and
stayed on to play an active role
in developing the civil rights
legislation of the Kennedy and
Johnson administrations.
Since leaving the government
in 1967, Doar has served as
president of the New York City
Board of Education and as director of a private antipoverty
organization in the BedfordStuyvesant area of New York
founded by the late Robert F.
Kennedy.
Doar was chosen by Rep. Peter W. Rodino, D-N.J., chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee, to head the first
impeachment inquiry aimed at
a president in more than a century.
Doar will head a staff of
about 30 lawyers, most of
whom have already been hired
and who have been working for
several weeks compiling information for use in the impeachment investigation.
In presenting Doar at a news
conference, Rodino called him
"a man of ability and the highest degree of integrity."
Rodino said Doar will start
his new duties immediately, organizing the staff and directing
the continuing investigation in
preparation for the return of
Congress on Jan. 21 after its
holiday recess.

(Continued from Page 1)
Gray Ray, Betsy Ann Riley.
Barbara Ann Rogers, Shirley
Ann Rudolph, Joy Santa Barbara, Bruce W. Shaeffer,
Charles R. Sheeks, Donald
Ralph Shelton, Dorothy Ilderton
Spillman.
Robert H. Taylor, Wanda
Perrin Teitloff, Amy Kathryn
Thompson, Gale Jane Kersey
Vinson, Clara Adams Williams,
Debra Ann Mitchell Williams,
and Paul Louis Williams.
Master's Degrees
Marion M. Bailey, Ronald J.
Berman, Carol Bailey Howland,
Bumphus,
Gayle
Walter
Patrick I). Cain, Margaret Ann
Carman, Patricia Fineman
Davis, Edward William Dennison.
Ross Collins Dever, Jon
William Dowie, William Wayne
Falls, Joseph Allen Griggs,
Sondra R. Grimes, George E.
Korth, Nelda Katherine Lyon.
Dan R. Meador, Chester
Sylvester Nieman, Jr., James
Thomas Reid, Jr., Robert Ray
Reynolds.
John
Charles
Runyon,
William Sams, Therasakdi
Tangpoonphonvivatana,
and
Paul Stevenson Worboys.
Other Calloway Countians
receiving degrees were:
Robert Patrick McCann,
specialist in college teaching
degree;
Jennifer
Ware
Ward,
specialists in education degree.
and;
Dottie L. Hale, associate
degree.

HOUSEHOLD SHOWER
for Larry & Leta Wilson
their
The Wilson's trader burned recently, and
friends and relatives are invited to a shower at

The American Legion Hall
Friday Dec. 21, from 7-9 p.m.
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THE GREATEST COOKING
DISCOVERY SINCE FIRE
IS EVEN GREATER!

Now you can sear • fry • brown • grill • sauté
in the Browning Skillet made exclusively
for the Amcna7
atait
by Corning.
CROWAVt OV(ft

SEE IT
DEMONSTRATED
HERE TODAY!
Sear the juicy flavor into steak.
Brown chops. Fry eggs.
Grill sandwiches. Sauté onions
and mushrooms. Get the good taste
and appearance you like with
quick-cooking convenience.
Perfect for gourmet cooking!
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•Cooks everything in about '4 the usual time
•Cooks on paper, glass, china, plastic or right in the
Browning Skillet
• Cool—the food gets hot—but the oven (and your
kitchen)
stays cool
•—spatterS efo4r4 bake on to it—wipes off with a
ioth
• Use. )rdinary household current
•Comes with a tree cookbook

If it doesn't say Amana.
it's not a
MICROWAVE OVEN
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